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Preface 

This document presents the conclusions and recoll'lllendations of a seminar 
on the production and use of machine tools in developing countries organized 
by UNIDO and UCIMU in Milan, Italy. The document also presents an overview on 
the issues of developing countries with respect to industrial automation in 
the capital goods industry which were discussed at the ~eminar. 

The seminar was hosted by the Italian Machine Tools Man•1facturers 
Association (UCIMU) and took place during the 7th International Machine Tool 
Exhibition (EMO) in Milan, Italy, 14-22 October 1987. r~ was financed by a 
special contribution by the Government of Italy. UNIDO expresses its 
appreciation to the host organization and to the Italian Government for the 
generous contributions that made this seminar possible. 
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EXPLANATORY ~OTES 

References to dollars ($) are to United States dollars, unless otherwise 
stated. 

A COlllDa (,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions 

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals. 

A slash between dates (e.g., 1980/81) indicates a crop year, finandal 
year or ~cademic year. 

Use of a hypher. between dates (e.g., 1960-196)) indi:ates the full period 
involved, including the beginning and end years. 

Metric tons have been used throughout. 

The following forms have been used in tables: 

Three dots ( •.• ) ~ndica.te that data are not available or are not separately 
reported. 

A dash (-) indicates that lhe amount is nil or negligible. 

A blank indicates that the item is not applicable. 

Totals may not add up precisely because of roundir 

Besides the cotmn0n abbreviations, symbols and terms and those a<:co>!pted by 
the International System of Units (Sl), the following abbreviations and 
contractions have been used ir this report: 

AGV 
Al 
AME 
AMH 
CAD 
CAM 
CEClMO 
ClM 
CNC 
CNCMTs 
me 
FMM 
FMS 
GT 
lA 
fRs 
[50 
LAN 
MJ..P 
MIR 
~H; 

N!Cs 

Economic an~ technical abbr~viations 

Automatic guidt:-ti vehides 
Artificial inteliigenre 
Automated manufa!"'.turing equipment 
AutDmated mat•~rials hand1 ing 
Computer-aided <lesign 
Computer-aided maaufar.turing 
European Committee for Co-11ptration of tt.e '."lachine Too:s Industri"':; 
C(Jmputer inter.; rated mar.11f ac turing 
Computer numer ic.d cont1·0L 
Computer numerically control Led machine tools 
Flexible man11far'.t11ring ct:L l 
Flexible manufarturing mo1ulP 
flexible manuf a<:turing systems 
Group Te1:h:1ology 
Industrial automation 
!n<lustrial robots 
International Sta.Hhr<is Organi?.atio11 
Local area networkh 
Ma1111fact11ri11g automation proto<:ol 
Manipulating in<lustrial rnhot 
Numerical 1:ont ro I 
:'fowly ind11stri;1lizi11~ rn•rntr·ies 
Tr an:.;na t i or . ...t I i: o rpo 1·,1ti1111s 



1. ORGANIZATION OF THE SEMINAR 

l.l Introduction 

The UNIDO/UCIMU Seminar on Production and Llse of Machine Tools in 
Selected Developing Countries, was convened at Mildn, Italy, during the 7th 
EMO (Intl!rnational Machine Tool Exhibition), from 14 to 22 October 1987. It 
was attended by national experts from Argentina, Co!ombia, Venezuela, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Turkey, People's Republic of China, Peru, Indi~, Malaysia. 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Tut·isia and Tanzania; international experts of 
UNIDO from Sweden, France, United Kingdcm, Federal Republic of GerlflJny and 
Belgium; and ~bservers from different enterprises and universities in Italy. 
The Italian Machine Tools Manufacturers Association, UCIMU, hosted the Seminar 
and invited as main speaker to the opening session Prof. Gian Maria Gros 
Pietro of the University of Turin. The list of participants is att~ched as 
annex l. 

EMO is the largest and mc>;:;t c:omprehensive ll'achine tool fair of its kine! 
in the world. Every two years the fair presents the entire range of n~rhine 
tool technology, equipment, systems, materials, accessories and alLxiliary 
components. It includes also flexible tMnufacturing systems (FMD); machine 
division, the latest technological developments in robotics, CAD/CAM - CI'.11, 
and all of the technology machine tool producers anrl users need to know. 

Initial c:ontacts between UNIDO and UCIMU for the organization ot this 
Seminar were made in Singapore in November 1986 during the machine tnol 
exhibition METALASIA. At this time UNIDO/SEC had organi7.•~d a Techni(·al 
Working Group on Pr.:>ductio~ and Use of Machine Tools in the Engine•!ring 
Industry uf ESCAP Developing Countries (UC/RAS/86/020), jointly with the 
UNlDO/ESCAP Division of Industry, Tec:hnology and Human Settlements, whirh was 
also held in Singapore, from 17-21 November 1986. 

Mr. Cesare Manfredi, '.lire-President of l:CIMU, welc:omed th~ particip;rnr_s 
to the Seminar dnd wisherl tt>em a fruitful .1nrl plertsant stay in Milan during 
the 7th EMC. He poinlecl out the import:int:t! of the event ir. the context 1Jf tilt: 
high intensive technology involved in the m:lchine tool industry. Th~ F:-10 
.·omprist'S 1,6'>0 exhibitors from 17 countries rt!presenting 98 p•!r ··•!nt of the 
m.1rh i ne tools world prndur ti on, with a val 11e nf a round 710 bi l l inns ; ta I L111 
Lira ($LlS ti. 3 hil I ion:;). 

He inrliratecl that the 101nt organiz.1t ion of lhe Semin.1r with t:!'HDO was a 
matter· of pride for UCIMU, and it r·o11lrl open new possibilities for the role nf 
both organizations. In this r.ontext, Italian inrl11stry could he r.•,•·n as 
offering not only t;iilorecl technolo~it:s, bHt also instruments to bctt•~r .·1;1nag•! 
th( .1cq11ired ted1nologies. 

These instruments have been developed by Italian ~Ht, a sciriety r:reaU:cl 
by U!.'IMU to meet the demand for vnratimtal trai~ing through the supply of 
tei1r:hing instnunents, fr:J1o1 m;whine~: to text.hooks ner·f~ssary to te<lrh trainees 
how tr. use rorrertly Ita! i.111 mrt•:hin1• tools. Fron1 thr: ~1r;wtiral point nf vi•:w, 
ltali,111 M1T oftf!rerl a serit!S ot t•·:1r•1in~ mo<l11lcs, whirh c·o11irl h1! aclapU:ct to 
the recl'1iremt•nts of the V'4rious L1h111.r mJrk1:ts .1nrl to spcrif ir: tra1ne1! 
attitudt_s, so as to gel all hotli•:s :rnd nimpa11ies opt:rating in rliif1:rent 
ec.momic.d anrl ma1111filrt11ring sit11ation•; i.ttPr1'.stecl in ttwir own training 
project~, as w1dl ;is puiplf· employ,~cl ir· thf~ :n1:1'11aniral ind11;-;try. 



The original [talian M3T formula has already found concrete application 
in t~e People's Republic of China, Brazil, Argentina, Peru, in Boi ivia and in 
other developing countries, and this is seen as 3 matching of the Italian 
readiness to sbare its i:-wn technologies with the aspirations towards progress 
of both peoples a'ld governr.tents in developing ~ountries. 

The Head of the Sectoral Studies Bran~h of UNIDO addressed the 
participants on behalf of tbe Direc:or-General of lNIDO. He expres~ed the 
appreciat~on of lNlDO to the Italian Machine Tools ~tanufacturers As~ociation, 
l.JCI~U, for hosting this meeting and particularly to the [ tal ian Govenunt:nt for 
having financed this Seminar through a special-purpose contribution :o the 
Industrial Development fund maint·•ined by !.:NIDO. This is a tangible proof 
that t.ne It;•.l ian Government's commitment to industrial development has made it 
possible Le ensure as broad a participation as possible from t.he developing 
regions of the world. 

As an organization committed to promoting and accelerating ind~strial 
development in the developing countries, the Director General expressec that 
U~IDO's keen interest in in~ustrial automation and technological innovation in 
the capital goods sector which are of strategic importance to the econor.1ic 
development of the dev~loping countries. The Seminar had been accordingly 
designed to familia•ize participants from dev~loping countries with the 
struc'.ural transformation of the capital goods industry in industrialized 
countries that has come about primarily as a result of the n•:w technological 
developments and industrial automation in the machine tool industry. ~ure 

specitically, the Seminar offered an analysis of the impact of new 
technological developments in the machine tool industry, on th€ basis of which 
technical assistanct: programmes related to new technological developments in 
the capital goods industry could be formulated. 

The Director-Gen€:ral indicated that l.JNIDO was E:qually confident that this 
::ieminar has been able to establish the investment required for technology 
lransfer in the field of industrial automation and for the establishment of 
productive structures in dev~loping countries, on the basis of joint ventures 
betweer. industrialized and developing countries and among developing countries 
themselves. He described the UNIDO network of !nv~stment Promotion Services, 
which .mccessful ly promoted $US 265. 3 mi 11 ion worth of projects in 1986, and 
over tus 4 '>illion in the past seven years. UNIDO has investment promotion 
offices in Cologne, Paris, Seoul, Tokyo, Vienna, Warsaw, Washington and Zurich 
whic 11 provide developing countries with direct access to technological, 
man;,gerial and financial resources in industriali;;ed countries. Together, 
these offices allow companies to channel technology packages and technical 
expertisP. and a forwn in which they can work out licensing an<l joint venture 
arrangements. A new office was opened in Milan on Monday, 19 Octob~r 1987. 

l.3 Election of officers 

The Seminar unanimously elected Dr. Jorge Mendez Munevar (Colombia), 
President of the Colombian Metal Working Manu'acturing Association, fEDEMETAL, 
as Chairman; Mr. C.R. Nagendran (India), Dire1:tor of HMT International, as 
Vice-Chairman and Ml". Damodaran (Tanzania), Technical Manager of Cotex Metals 
and Machinery, as Rapporteur. 

•· 
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The Seminar adopted the following agenda: 

(a) Opening of the Seminar; 
(b) F.lection of Chairman, Vice-Chairman and R'lpport..,ur; 
(c) Adoption of the agenda and organizat~on of the work; 
(d) Presentation of the issues; 
(e) Discussions of the issues; 
(f) Conclusions and recormiendations for further action; 
(g) Adoption of the report. 

The progr~aane adopted in the Seminar is attached as annex 2. 

1.5 Documents 

The 1 ist of documents distributed in tt-.e Seminar is attached as ann..::x 3. 

The report was adopted by the Seminar on Thursday, 22 October 1988. 
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!~TRODCCToaY PRESE~TATION: 

I~~ ?j tua t io~ Q_f ~~e _~ta 1 ian_111a_c_!I in~ _tOl~ l __ i_~ld~~ tr_y_ i n_yi_~~-f _new 
tech~olo_g~c-~!_d~v~~o~__r!ts_i_ ~-Prof~ ~_i_a___r_l_ ~@E i_~ (ir~s __ P ;~tsoJ_!'t!il,.-!3rs i t_y 
of _I~~i1_.L.__~~<!lY 

The situation of the Italian machine tool industry can be considered as 
qu'.te favourable. It is characterized by a normalized surplus of foreign 
trade whic~1 has been steadily gro,.,-ing in the long term, while Italy appears as 
nn~ of the few manufacturiag countries able to defend its share of world 
exports against the rapid growth of Asian countries. Thi;; positive assessment 
of the present situation is strengthened by the consideration that during the 
last years exports have been concentrating on countries at higher levels of 
technology. 

Indeed, the present state of the Italian industry is the result of the 
changes made in its product composition. Such changes have lead to a 
reorganization of industrial facilities, too. 

The dominant factor in the technological transformation was the growth of 
~C techniques and of flexible automation. The introduction of these 
technologies in the various products has implied aa increase of them as a 
whole, an extension of machining cycles and a rise in the unit cost of 
machines. For companies, this has resulted in heavier investments and in more 
problems in findinr, or training skilled employees. 

The new conditions were therefore less favourable for small-sized firms. 
Some indicators, such as ~urnover per employee, seem to be better for larger 
firms, even within the typical limits of a sector which is not intended for 
~ass production. 

The ,:hoice of new manufacturing solutions has encouraged a change in the 
demand r.omposition for the different kinds of machines, which was combineo 
with new product policies adopted hy ma.lUfacturers. T~e result was an 
increase of the productive lots of some machines as compared to others. For 
example, in the field of ~C units, the lots of milling machines increased 
considerably, whilst they decreased for lathes. 

For the [talian marhire tool :ndustry, 1986 was the third consecutive 
year of sales growth (6.7 per r.ent over 198~). However, this positive result 
is to be asrribed to differi~nt patterns of demand components: 

Exports remained practically at the same level as 111 1985 in real 
terms; 

Domestic demand recorded a 20.4 per rent growth at constant prices and 
16.'1 per cent sales growth at constant prices; 

A brisk domestic market led to <rn upsurge nf imports ( 28. 2 per cent at 
constant prices). 

In 1986 the share of Italian exports in the world market incredserl from 
1.1 per r.ent in 198~ to L"i per f'.ent. Consequently, a~ a whole, the share of 
production in the world total incr.~as•:d from "i.0 P'!r cent in 198'> to 
'>.6 per cent in 1986. 
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In 1Y86, I~aLan mad1ine tools c·onsumptinn was extn•mely high (a growth 
of 20.4 per .:ent at c .. mstant pri,·es over 148:)). Orders acqutr<:.'d by Italian 
machine tools manufac·turers •J!l the domestic market incre .. ts.;d especi.:il ly in the 
firEt half of the year (growth l>f :.?.8. '> per <.:eut at cor~-.Lillt prices o\·er· the 
s:ime period of 198">). On averag~. i.n 198!:> domestic orders re,·orded :1 

1).9 p.cr c:ent growth .:.tt i:,rnst.:.int pr·ices over l'l~). 

The Italian machine tool t>Xpvrt.s increased :it an av-er.lg<' ;rnnual rate of 
12.2 per ··ent in the period 1980-1480. [r;. the .-.ctme perioti, ~moons rec:orded 
an .-.verage annual growth r~te of 9. 2 per cent. Th is situ.at i ,,11 iS t'as.~d on the 
world srecialization process within which the lt:1lian industry is quite ac·tive. 

This is in<liciited by the analy.,;is of the 1:omposition ,}f Italian .exports 
and imports in terms of about 90 tyres af machines. In the s:tme period 
1480-1986 over~li export and import indexes increased by 4~.~ per cent and 
i4 per cent respectively. This means that exports and, t_o a lower ext.:nt. 
imports are progressively focusing "n p.Jrt:cular types ;.>f machines. Analysis 
of 1986 hy main families of machines indiciites a despt:cializati:on only for
non-traditional ly operated machines .1110i for ;?,f'ar-making machines. These 
featured index values below zero bec~ .. se of a deficit of the export-import 
balance. For all other groups nt ma1·hin.~s specialization in<licat<>r value:; 
were positive. :'>lore specifically, as regat·ds broaching, boring and forging 
machines, high specialization was '~ombincd with extremely fdvourahle terms of 
trade. This means that Italii'ln ind•1stry holds top segments :1.;; far as these 
products are concerned. 

future prosper.ts are of a further L1ise in the technologic:tl ievel, above 
all as far as integrated units, cells and tit:xible systems are concerned. The 
present rate of growth of su··h ·~riuip:nent is !nde""d very high as romoared to a 
slow increase in the demand for "stand alone" units. 

Present trends favour the development of some specific produr.tio11 lines, 
such as for example robotics. This emerging industry is still dominated by 
small-sized firms due to the limited trading opportu~ities. However, some 
larger businesses are now consolidating in this field. This yields some 
advantages related to the firm size, !mt this in any case remains, on the 
average. smaller than that of manufa1:turer;:; of machine tools. 

As far iiS the future trend~ for international trarle are c'.onr:ernut, 
forecasts seem to c:cnfirm th1Jse of recent years. From tht: point of view of 
P.xports, the main rlestination will be highly rl•::veloped r:ountries, whilst 
imports rouirl mostly invalve rleveloping r.ountries, even throuKh the formula of 
co-operation initiatives wit:1 I':.alian firms. 
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]. OVE~VIEW OF ISSlES FOR DE~ELOPI~G c0:\·rRIES 

Several seccoral studies have pointed out the critic.::::l im;:iort<uwe of ::he 
machine tool industry in capital goods technology. It covers a w·irfe r;u1~.:: ot 
equipment for metal cutting and metal forming and varies in tedmical 
romplexity. In d..:veloping countries with no capital goods industry and also 
in countries with only an embryonic base, products and t~chnolngy ;~,tve to be 
very carefully selected in order to avoid an initial dependenrt on highly 
complex technologies which cannot be readily absor~ed. Experience in machine 
tool manufacture shows that in countries whpre there is an adequate growth of 
technological infrastructures, technology acquisition thr0ugh licensing from 
industria!ized countries may he desirable for efltry into further stages ot 
technological comt:ilr:~:i ty. 

The introduction of flexible automation devices in the engineering 
industry of the industrialized countri<:!s constitutes a revoiutionar·y 
technologic:tl 'Jreakthr:-ou3h. It is the most important technological 
transformation in the capital guods sector since the introduction of 
electricicy and the steam engine. This technological breakthrough occ11rred 
after a long period of relative stability with regarrl to production technology 
in the cap;tal goods sector. In the next few decades, the consequences of 
flexible automation for the productive organization of production, 
competitiveness and Amploym~nt will be considerable. 

The most impo:tant m1crof ~ctroni•:s based technologies in the capital 
goods sector are: 

Computer nu~erically controlled machine tools (C~CMTs); 
Computer-aided design (rAD) systems; 
Industrial robuts (IRs); 
Flexibi'"" man11L1cturing systems (P.1S). 

The technological t1·ansformation is laking plare m;iinly in ind11slrializPd 
countries. However, the four technologies listed above 3rc also spreading t0 
the more advanced developing countries, aith011gh at a slower rate. 

This transformation cert;:iinly has important imp! .cations for the majority 
of the developing countries since they are p<.1rt of tlH: same internation<>l 
techno-economic system as the industrialized countries. Those developin~ 
countries to which the flexible automation terhnologies have not been diffused 
at all are also affected. This technological transformation certainly affects 
the gap between developed and developing c:ountries, as well as the magnitude 
and structure of production r.o~ts in various types ot countries. Thcrefo::-e, 
it also has consequences for the relative competitiven~ss of firms ir1 various 
countries, for the international division of labour, suLcontrpcting and Jtht•r 
aspects of the international lor.ation of production. [t is within thi.~ 

context that the developing countries have to formulate their industrial and 
technclogy policies. These developments will affect all countries, 
irre:spective of whether tl1ey ir1troducc the advanced technologies in their own 
economy or not. 

ihe elect.onir.s-base<I autom;ttion technologies have not been widely spn:;icl 
.. mong developing c:rnntries, being mainly limited to the most adva.1ced 
;ieveloping countries. There ;;re, however, r.ertain diffe11~nr.es bet...-een t.he 
four tec.hnologies from the point of vi~w 0f their diff11si1•'1. <:NCMTs i.<, the 
lcc.hnnlogy which has been diftused to the l~rgest extent in the most ~dvanr.e<l 
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developing countries. In spite of this, ::.he growth in investments in CNC'.'TTs 
in these countries is not ~ar·ge enough for them tll catch up wit!t the 
industrialized countries. The use of inrlust.ria 1 rohot~ has been very limited 
iP developing countries partly because robots mainly save on unskilled 12bour
a:1d at the same time r·equire new engineering skills. ~-~lS is tar·gely 
nonexistent in dt:>veloping countries, mainly because it i.,; an imm<ittffe ;111d very 
complex process technology. CAS svstems have been ditfuserl in the most 
advanc~d de•.:el<lping countries, e.g. the Re~ubl ic of Kl11·ea ;rn.d P.razi 1. 
However, CAD ~·oul<l spread quite r·apidly in developing co11ntries thanks to the 
very recent anJ very substantial decrease in cost, related to the emergence of 
personal computer-based CAD systems. Developing countries may be able tu use 
CAD for catching-up in the fi~ld of design, since the CAD software embodi~s 
acc-umulated design and drafting experiencP. Such experience is at prese:ut a 
S•:ar,:e resource in most develop i :lg cou;1t ries. 

The discussions in the Seminar addressed issues in the use &nd production 
of machine tools and CNC machine tools, CAD/CAM systems, industrial robots and 
FMS in the engineering industries of developing ·~ountries and especially: 

(a) The need for machine tools and C:'\C machine tools by the engineering 
industries of the developing countries concerned, as well as technical 
assistance needs. 

(b) The techn'..cal requirements for introducing the most recent 
technology in machine tools, and in parti.cular the C~C ones in relation to the 
level at technology in selected developing countries. 

(c) Possible investment requirements to transfer technology and initiate 
prcduction in selected developing countries, thro•1gh co-operation agreements 
between industrialized a11d developing countries and among developing countries 
themselves. 

3.1 The diffusion of flexible autom~tion technolo_gies in the capital goc,Js 
industry in the OECD .!2S'untries: implic_~!i.<ms for developin_g_c_~~mtri~~ 
(in~-~~eir_~ibl~!_e..~l'.':?_nSe!;t.J?.i'..fro_f. Cha~~~ist...! Unjv~!:~~<?.f 
~J l)_k_o2 i_r_ig_, __ s~~de_i:! 

Tre ongoinb introduction of flexible automation devices in the 
engineering industry of the industrialized countries constitutes a 
revolutionary technological breakthrough. It is the most !mportant 
technological transformation in the capital goods sector since the 
introduction of electricity and the steam e11gi11c. This technological 
breakthrough occurred after a long period of relative stability with regard to 
production technology in the czpital goods sector. ln the next few decades, 
the consequences of flexible automation for producti~ity, organization of 
production, competitiveness and employment will be comprehensive. 

The most important microelectronics hased technologies in the capital 
goods sector are: 

Computer nt~eric-ally control led machine tools (CNCMTs); 
Computer aided design (CAD) systems; 
Industrial robots (IRs); and 
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). 
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These four technologies are together oftP.n ··al!eri fiexit>le automation 
technologies. They are the main elements nf the "L.t~tory of the future" in 
the engineering industry. The first three of them are well kno~1 and need not 
be described here. FMS, however, can take many forms. A flexible 
manufacturing module (FMr-t) consists of a stand-alone CNC~IT. material handling 
equipment (e.g. a robot or- a pallet changer) and some kind of r.1unitoring 
system. A flexible manufacturing cell (F7'1C) usually consists of a number of 
machine tools and material handling devices. A flexible ITl<lnufacturing system 
(~S) proper, often contains several automated machine tools, F;-r-ts and F'.'-ICs. 
These are interlinked by an automatic workpiece flow system which enables ~he 

simultaneous machining of different w0rkpieces whi,:h pass through the system 
along different routes.l' 

The technclugical transformation mentioned is mainly ta'.:ing place in the 
OECD countries. However, the four terhno!ogies listed ~hove are ~lso 
spreading to the mar-~ advanced developing •:•)untries - a1U1011gh at a slower 
speed. 

The process of automation in the industria.l ized countries has reriuced the 
input of labour per unit of output - and thereby of ten the total cost of 
production. The factor saving bias differs between the four technologies. In 
some cases, the automation technologies may even be caµital saving. CNC:"!Ts 
ard CAD may also be skill saving. CNCMTs save on skilled labour in the form 
of operators of conventional machine tools. However, at the same time, other 
skills are needed, e.g. those for prcgranuning, setting, maintaining and 
repairing ::.he C~C'."ITs. (The repair and maintenance task has become more 
complex. Howen~r. the amount of repair and maintenance work per unit of 
output may have der.reased at the same time, since one C~CMT replaces several 
1:onventional machine tools.) CAD software contains acr:umulated knowledge. At 
the same time, new skills are needed to operate, maintain a1:d repair tbe CAD 
units. Hence, these ter:hnolo~ies save on some ski!ls. but oth~:-s are needed 
instead. On the whole, however, both CNCMTs cinri CAD are ski 11 sa\;ing in the 
sense that the mass of skills needed per unit of output is reduced. 

The technological transformation in question h<ts important implit:ations 
for the majority of the de·v·eloping countries, sirwe they .:ire a part of the 
same international ter.hno-economic systt:ms as the OF.CD rountrie~. (This 
includes, of r.ourse, also tho~e developing countriPs t11 whir~ th~ flexible 
automation tec!urnlogies have not been diffuse<l at al I. Th•'Y wi 11 be also 
;iffec:ted.) The transformation aftect.: the technolo~ir:al gap between deveiopr-"I 
and developing countries, as well as the magnitude <Ind stn1rture of production 
costs in various types of countries. Therefore, it also has c:nnseq11enc:es fo1· 
the relative r:ompetitiw·.ness of firms in various co11ntries, tor the 
international rtivisio11 of labour, subcontrac:ting and other .1spt,cts of the 
international location of production. It is also within the international 
tf:rh110-economic context menti,)Ot!rl which the <leveloping ro1mtri~!S have to 
formulate their in<lustr·i;:ll and t"rhuological polir.ies. 

1/ What tollows is p.:irtly h;is1:d or1 a forth•·ominK hook hy <:h;irl1!S 

Edq11ist and St;iffan .J;11:ohson •:ntitl1:d "Flexihl·~ A11tomation - Thi: !>iff11sion nl 
~lew Engineering Technology", to ht: pub! ishcrl liy l\asi I Rlar·kwt:! I, r1xl11rd, i11 
.J:rnuary 1988. ,\ large nwn~wr of t.iibl•!S rin the di ff us ion ot f l1:xit·l•! 
:1utcmation tt~d111irpH!s 1:ma1ntin~ lr•im this book wer1; incl11rlf~r! in th~ 

presentation, but they cln: not •t:ptod11n:rl !rt thi•; sununary. 
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The electronics-basec! automation technologies have not been diffused to 
the same extent in developing countries as in the OECD ants. This diftusion 
has largely been limited to the most advanced developing countries. There 
are, howe·-·er, certain differences in this respect bet,.,·een the four 
technologies, and CNCMTs is the technology whi...:h has been diffused to the 
largest extent. In spite of this. the growth in the investment in C~C:'>ITs in 
the NICs is not large enough for them to catch up with the OECD countries. 
The diffusion of industrial robots has been very limited in developing 
countries, partly due to the fact tha .. robots mainly save on unskilled labour 
and require new engineering skills at the same tifl;e. F~l~ is largely 
nonexistent in developing C\.>untries, mainly because it is an immature and very 
complex process technology. On the other hand, CAD systems have recently b~en 
diffused very rapidly ic many developing countries. CAD has a large potential 
for being diffused ~~ite rapidly in developing countries thanks to the very 
recent an~ very substantial decrease in their cost, which is related to the 
emergence of persondl computer based CAD systems. (In some developing 
countrie,; pirate copies of ?C-tiased CAD so[tware ~;;.~ t..: ~-iught for a few 
dollars.) Developing countries l'llaY be a~l-2' to use CAD for leap-frogging in 
the field of design, since CAD soft..,'lre embodies arcUl'lular:ed 1iesi5n and 
draughting experi€nce. Such experienct. is carrently a scarce r.::so:ir·ce in most 
developing countr.es, which is indirated by their h~avy rtlianre un foreign 
technical licenses. 

However, our knowledge is inadequate ;rnii, fu!" ex:implt:, th.,. .1ct.1al or 
potential consequence of flexible automation for tht internation.11 division of 
Libnur .1nd location of production .'ire nut kno....-n. Stili, th.::rr: ar•~ reasr.ns to 
believe that automation, in many cas·~s. is a thr1~:1t to f:!rt.11.:,r 
i:-idustrialization c•t dt::veloping cou:itries .u1d even snm.~timt':S t,' their present 
produi:tion ot c.ipitai goods, be.::i11se of tl.e 1~ost re'111c:tion of tlw ,;,.·,.. 

terhnoiogies. In other cases, however, these t~c:hnu!o~ies probably pro~£rle 
nt:;. opportunitit'S for rleveloping countri,c:s, whid1 tht>y shmilrl t_ry to exploit. 
(The use or PC-hased CAD - mentiG11ed .1hP\"t? - is iln ex.tmpl~ ot such :111 

oppo·.·t1mity. Another nnt' i_s cr-.C~ITs to increase tht: quality anrl rre<:ision of 
the parts prnr!11c.~<l. A third pnssi:,:<' one fL)r sn:iie r_it:veloping countries is the 
use of tle:·:ible manuf.-:;cturing ce~ls (P!Cs) a.;; an alternative to transfer 
lines, i.e. fixer! autnmatinn.) 

On the wt.tJl•:, it is nol kp,,w11 in ·.-hich spe<'ifir ri::;pe::ts tti.· nt:w 
te::hnologies provide thr·~at:- and cpportunit.i.:s for <le:veloping co1111td.:s. 1-·,,r 
this re-1son, rese;ir.:h is rit?•!Of:<i. Sin·e the imr-art of tho:: fo11r t,;d,niq'l•,.; 
cli~fer betw•:•!n themselves a::; w•~ll as h1:t."•••~e11 pruducts fnr tht: prorl11r:ti1;11 ot 
wt.ich tlif!Y are •ISt!d, the n.:sedr<~h shoulrl hr, pror!11t't spec~t ir:. The stu<li•!S 
should fo1:us up1111 t.hc -:conomir imp;11·t_ qf fl•::..:i!)le ;111tnmatirH? nn !.ht:: 1ir"il:i•'ti•1n 
ot sp•:rifir engin•:ering p1·0,:11cts :n vario11s i.in<!s ot developing <'01111tr·i,!.~ .1s 
well a,; in industrializeri ones - i .• :. ,m .ir;alysis .>f lhe global 
tedano-t:i·cmomir: r(1<1l1:xt must bf' !:11:!•1<l•'rl. I,\ .-;t·1dy progr;unmc .ilnng tn.,,;;, 
lir1t:s w;1s ;-ir•:s1·11t1·d by lt11-: Sector.ii St;,tli•:.-; P.r·.11., rif :~!\li[Jf) i11 :'-tar<"t1 l'1Kf;: 
"Thf: lmp;H:t on l>·-:wdopin~ Countries c:t rl1·:<iril1~ 1'.·.t.im.1tin11 in th•! (';1pital 
c;oor!f. [11cl11stry", Vi1:rrn;1, ;.!) Marcia l~ilHi.) S11d1 prnd:ic·t. spt·1·iti1' st.1uii•:!; wotlid 
illumin.-itt: Uw issues r;iised <shov.-. (1:1r•-;its, npport.unit!•:s, prll1itvtin11 r·o~;ts. 

r(:l.-1~ivc 1:om1H·titiv.,n•:ss, sut,c:o11tr;s•·tin~, ,,,_,._ ). Th1·y wo11'.d th11s pi·n·.ridt' :1 

b<1sis for dt:risions ahout whirh pr<Jrlt1c:t.>; .111d prnd11rt . ..:r1111p~ rl•:V•:l1ipi11r, 
•mmtries rould ;:incl should avoid prorlllC'ing <1nrl, h1:nr·•·. r·ontin11P. to import. 
ThP. sturlies rould also itif!ntify lh•: nc•:ds qf th1: firms tor .1s,;i:;L1111·1: from 
govPrnmf:nts and int.t!r11atio11al org;1niz;itinn<>. 
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About 40-60 per cent of all investments in machine tools is now in CNC 
machine tools in the leading OECD countries. In many firms conventional 
machine ~uols are no longer even considered as an alternative. :NC machine 
tools have ~everal advantages over conventional machine tools (productivity, 
flexibi~ "ty, accuracy, lead ti.:ne etc.). Another 3dvantage is the fact -
mentioned above - that less skills per unit of output are needed when CNC 
machine tools are used than when conventional machine tools are 1.sed. This 
makes the arguments for using CNC machine tools in developing count:·ies even 
stronger. since there is a shortage of skills in most developing countries. 
For these reasons many firms in developing countries have a strong interest in 
using CNC:_lffs. 

For most developing countries there are no reasons at present to begin 
the prodution of flexibl 0 automation technologies. On the other hand, tt-: 
arguments presented above mean that governments in these countries should 
support and facilitate the use and diffusion of CNC machine tools and CAD in 
tt.eir countries. (The alternative is to s.>ecialize in producing items which 
are not affected by flexible automat~on.) However, there are also important 
obstacles to th~ diffusion of flexible automation technologies in developing 
countries.=-' 

A social carrier of a technique is a social entity which chooses and 
implements a technique; it "carries" it into the society. It is defined in 
the following way. For a certain technique to be chosen and implemented in a 
specific context or situation, the technique must, of course, actually exist 
somewhere in the world, i.e. it must be "on the shelf". But some additional 
conditions must also be fulfilled: 

(1) A social entity must exist that has a ~ubjective interest in 
choosing and implementing the technique; 

(2) This entity must be organized to be able to make a derision and also 
be able to organize the use of the tech"ique properly; 

(3) It must have the necessary social, economic and political power to 
materialize its interest, i.e. to be able to implemenl. the technique 
chosen; 

f4) The social entity must have information about the existence of the 
technique ann functionally similar ones; 

(5) It must have access to the technique in question; 

(b) Finally, it must have, or be able to acquire, the necessary 
knowledge about how to handle, i.e. to operate, maintain and repair 
the tecranique. 

If all the six conditions listed above are fulfilled, the social 
is a social carrier of a technique. The carrier may be, for example, 
private company, an agricultural co-operative or a government agency. 

entity 
a 

Every 

2/ The following discussion of obstacles is based upon the concept of 
"Social carriers of techniques" which has previoui>ly been used in Ct.arles 
:'.dquist: "Capitalism, Socialism and Technology - A Comparative Study of Cuba 
and .Jamaica", Zed Books, London, l9R'l. 
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t~chnique must have a social carrier in order to be chosen and implemented. 
It the six conrliti'Jns are simultaneously fulfilled, the technique will 
actually be introduced and 11sed. In other words, the six conditions are not 
only necessary but, taken together, they are also sufficient for 
ir.1:,>lementation to take plaLe. 

The l·elevant actors may have no intt:rest in flexible automation. [n a 
market economy, this normally means that they do not see any possibilities of 
increasing pr0fits through automation, which often has to do with relativt: 
factor prices. For e~ample, since unskilled labour is cheap in developing 
countries, fi::ins may have no profit interest in introriuciag robots. If the 
interest conditioa is unfulfil:.ed there wi!l be, of course, no automation. 

The introduction of flexible automation may rectuire considerable changes 
in the orgar.izatiun of produ<~ion. This is parti~ularly true for flexible 
manufact.uri!lg sy-:;tt:.ms. Organ-zational or managerial rigidity may therefore ':>e 
dn important obstacle Lu ~i~~usion. 

Lack of power of actors to introduce flexible automation devices may be a 
result of' government restrict~ons or of union resistance. Therefore, 
government attitudes to new technologies and the involvement of unions and 
workers in the process of technical change are very important in this 
context. The most efficient means to overcome union resistance is to try to 
keep the general rate of unemployment low and to create mechanisms for 
transferring workers displaced into new jobs, perhaps after relevant 
retraining. 

Lack of information is a substantial obstacle to diffusion of flexible 
automation in deveioping countries. Often the users do not have enough 
information about the new technologies and about the advantages attached to 
using them. This is particularly so for small- and medium-sized companies. 
Governments and international organizations can intervene in various ways to 
facilitate the diffusion of information about CNC machine tools and their· 
advantages. For example, information systems can be established and 
demonstration facilities ran be provided. This is particularly important in 
relation to small- and medium-sized firms. 

Lack of access to flexible automal;on technologies may be caused by 
financial constraints, import restrictions and political ~mbargoes. One 
special case of access problems is when domestic production of flexible 
automation technologies ar~ fostered in small ieveloping countries by the use 
of import restrictions and other pol icy instruments. If minimum effir.ient 
scale of production cannot be attained, this often leads to a very high cost 
of the machines which retc.rds diffusion considerably. On the other hand, 
governments may be heliJful in facilitating acr.ess, e.g. by providing rredits 
or arranging for leasing of machinery. 

Lack of knowledge is probably the most important obstacle to diffusion of 
flexible automation technologies in developing countries. [t is a question of 
knowledge ahout how to: 

implement, 
maintain, and 
repair 

the technologies. 
Training is needed 
spite of the skill 

Consultants are most useful in the implementation phase. 
for the other stages. The fact that training is needed in 
saving nature of the use of CNC mar.hine tools is a result 
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of the need for certain new kinds of skills for thP •1se of CNC machine tools 
in particular skills to set and pre ~ranvne the machines. This need is ,,.·.en 
more pronounced for robots and flex ble manufacturing systems. 

However, obstacles to diffusion of flexible automation technologies may 
also be a result of the non-existence of strong t:no<.1>?h domestic productive 
actors. Such actors may be national private firms, public firms or 
co-operatives - the form does not matter. Ho~ever, the suhsidiaries of 
transnational corporations cannot be primaril:r relied upon. The c-eason is 
simply that they do not ha\·e any interest in building up a technological 
capability as such in developing countries. If they contribute to the 
generation of some technological capability, it £sonly a :;pin-off of their 
interest to use the market, labour or raw material in th? dev~loping country 
in their process of profit g~neration for the transnational corporation as a 
who le. 

Therefore, domestic actors which are strong enough must be created and 
built 11p if they do not already exist. Government intervention policies to 
achieve this have been successfuily pursued in countries. as different as Cuba 
and the Republic of Korea. The mode of intervention may be different: from 
creating public firms, over inducing land owners and trade capitalist~ to 
diversify into industrial production, to supporting the growth of small 
private firms within this sector. 

Whether the domestic actors are "strong enough" cannot be judged in 
absolute terms. It must be seen in relation to tore:gn productive actors, 
e.g. subsidiaries of TNCs. The latter are always "strong" in a developing 
country's context. Hence, if all foreign investors interested are accepted -
and even given subsidies and other incentives - there will be no profitable 
investment opportunities left for domestic actors, and no stror.g group of 
national actors can thereby emerge. Therefore, foreign direct investors must 
not be allowed to capture all or most investment opportunities and dominate 
the industry in developing countries. Historically, Japan and the Republic of 
l(orca have been restrictive in accepting direct foreign investments. Brazil 
is following a similar policy with regard to the informatics industry in the 
mid-l980s. 

However, a restrictive policy with regard to direct foreign investments 
does not excluJe t~chnology imports to developing countries. On the c0ntrary, 
the rlomestic prorluctive actors must be, more or lesi:;, dependent upon foreign 
technology, at least in the technologically advar.ced sectors of industry. 
Restrictions with regarrl to rlirect foreign investments in developing countries 
does not imply that they should try to reinvent the chip. Keeping 
decision-making power at home can be combined with technology iw.ports through 
licenses, joint ventures, migrations, etc. In addition, the domestic actors 
fostered must reach international competitiveness in forms of quality and 
prorluction cost in the long run. The infant industry arg1unent does not imply 
the acceptance of permanent infants. It implies that domestic firms shall -
e.g. through government policies - be protected against competition from the 
global market, but nnly for some limited period of time. Hence, wher. domestic 
actors which are strong enough have been created, the stale must force them to 
become efficient. One way to achieve this i.<: to open up the country to 
foreign competition in a gradual and planned manner. 

In order to avoid the creation of costly permanent infants, the 
protection against global competition must not mean an excessively large or 
extended deviation from the rules prevai 1 ing on the international market. 
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3.2 Possibilities for t~~hnological upgradin_g_of the machin'=! -i~ol i~~ust..!J!: 
in developing countrie~, by E.J. Wightman, United Kingdom-

The lecture was centered on thr~e main topics: 

The use of computers in the manufactu1·1ng process to improve accun.~cy, 
quality, cost and response to market needs; 

The criteria necessary to progress from the manufacture and use of 
manual machine tools to computer controlled machines, includiGJ 
flexible manufacturing systems; 

The requirements for implementation of a modernization programme for 
the machine tool industry in developing countries. 

On the last point, classical argume~ts for the increased cost of a C~C 
machine have tended to be based on a comparison of the cycle ti~s for 
machining a component on a CNC .• .achine and on a traditional machine. Such 
arguments !lave tended to over: .,,1k several important factors: 

(a) For small-batch production, the setting time of the machine tends to 
predominate; a CNC turning lathe, for example, with versatile standard 
tooling, can be set up in a matter of minutes, whereas setting up a 
traditional turning lathe takes much longer; 

(b) A CNC l'lachine ccw run for 24 hours a day and it can machine 
components repeatedly within tolerances of a few lOOths of a millimeter, thus 
eliminating the need for subsequent inspection; 

(c) The actual productive time may be two or three times greater than 
that of a conventional machine of similar capacity, and when this kind of 
comparison is made, the new generation of CNC machines on offer today are 
competitively priced. 

One of the most useful concepts in manufacturing technology in recent 
years is that of group technology and attendant cell manufacturing. In 
traditional machining processes based on conventional mac~ines, turning 
operations are confined to rows of turning lathes, drilling operations to rows 
of drilling machines, and so on, with the result that substantial batches have 
to be manufactured at any one time to justify the costs of scheduling and 
tooling. Stocks of material and work in progress therefore tended to be 
high. The adoption of group technology and cell manufacturing, where 
components are classified into types, and where machines are permanently 
al located to the exclusive manufacture of these types of component, has 
enabled work in progress to be kept to a minimum. 

An important point of difference between a conventional NC machine and a 
CNC machine is that., with the latter, the part programme m':ly be modified on 
the machine to optimize cutting conditions. The operator, therefore, returns 
to the scene as a key figure and may exercise judgement and discretion as 
required. 

JI For further details on this lecture see UNIDO, Technological 
requirements for the machine tools industry in developing countries, Sectornl 
Working P~per Seri~s No. SI, UNIDO/IS.642, 1986. 
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One 11'.ay conclude that CNC machines and group technology cr.mplemeat ene 
another to such a degree that they become mutually dependent, because C~C 
machir.es solve the prove-out problems associated with conventionai NC machines 
and thus enable quicker change-over from one component type to another to be 
made and ever. smaller batches to b~ manuf:ictured economie;tl ly, leading to th~ 
introduction of flexible machining systems (FMS). 

The que:-:tion is now tn identify the difference in ~onstructing manually 
and numerically c,_'ltrolled mc-:hines. In the case of the manually operated 
machines, they are characterized by their inherent simplicity, e.g. rigid 
structure, usually cast iron, incorporating a constant speed main-drive motor 
with gearbox for speed sele~tion and manually operated lead screw for 
actuating the tool slides. 

The modern CNC machine tool, on the other hand, while appearing to ~e 
superficially similar in configuration and physically using a similar rigid 
structure, is radira!ly different in the drives and control area becaus~ of 
the complete dependence on electric actuation. The main-drive motor is a 
sophisticated D.C. or A.C. variable speed drive, the multi-range gearbox is 
reduced to two speed or eliminated entirely and the axes are powered by 
variable speed D.C. or A.C. drive motors driving precision ball sc,ews to 
eliminate backlash. As one machine tool builder remarked •.:ynical ly, machine 
tool builders are little mure than assemblers of bought out specialized 
equipment now;:idays, in contrast to the labour intensive and skill dependent 
manufacturer of twent~ years ago. 

The basic conf igurdtion of machine tools has remained unchanged whe~~as 
~ontcol system technc~ogy has developed very rapidly, particularly in the lJst 
ten years. This promFts two questions: 

(a) How many of the existing conventional machines can be up<l~tcd for 
thi~ new role? 

(b) What constraints need to be overcome in technical terms? 

The ~hort answer to these questions is regrettably that very few of the 
traditional manually operated machines of today may be converted: little more 
than semi-auto!Wlted systems can he achieved for relieving the operator- of the 
physical effort required to operate them. 

Confronted with these trend~, what can developing countrif:S do? In 
principle, they have several choices, each demanding progresssively more 
effort. The choices include the following: 

(a) Employ such advanced machines in CNC machining centres to set new 
standards for quality and productivity ir. existing production; 

(b) Progressively update existing .nachine tools to utilize the latest 
technology; 

(c) Plan to manufacture machines embodying CNC systems. 
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There is a number of specialist skills comprising in advanced 
w~nufacturing system capability, from mechanicat design, elec~rical desi~n, 
instrumentation, computer interfacing, computf-r software, syster.is analysis and 
co-ordination. In the case of a machirv: tool dts ign incorporating tiny form of 
control system it is not only ne.:essary to know he,. a machine m2Y be 
automated. but why the automation should be applied in a part i··alar way. Thus 
management skills for multi-disciplined ':.echnological projects are the first 
acquisition essential to the success of the propos."!d venture into moving up 
market in the machine tool industry. 

3. '.!. 2 Criteria for __ ~pg_r_a~J_r_1_g 

The need to upgrade is motivated by fundamental surviv3l issues: 

Productivity; 
Quality; 
Competition. 

It could be said that it is more important to begin using advanced C~C 
machine tools than to begin making them. This is because 

(a) The necessary infrastructure for using C'.IJC machine tool!; has to h·~ 
developed before they can in turn be manufactured; 

(b) Production 1:1ethods have to be c!l;o.ged to those based 0:1 new CNC 
technology; 

(c) Computer tools nave to he introduced in production; 

(d) Tr.ain:ng at all levels is a major and demanding requirement. 

It is recommended that, because of the c0mpl_exity of modern machine tools 
and their dependence on compr1ter technology both for control and production 
management, a formal project !Tk1nagement structure be set up to implement the 
planned improvements. This project management tf.am should report to a 
government working party comprising r-epresentati..res from finance, industry and 
education. 

The project brief st.ould include: 

(.:i) Feasibility studies for the use of C.'iC machine tocds and/or 
justification for local manufacturers; 

(b) Project proposals for demonstration and/or training -entres to 
develop the infrastructure; 

(c) Structured trainin~. progr:-ammes for all levels of personnel from 
managing director, arcountants, m.·101agers to operators; 

(d) ~:api:.al assistance for pil11t schemes. 
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3. 3 CAD/CAl1 systems drawhacks ai:~_.QPl'orLuni ties for develop ii!&_ countries 1 ~ 
~~rik. Rohez, Asian_InstitutE_-_91__ Tecilnology,_)'~.'.!iland 

3.3.l Defir.itions 

CAD/CAl1 is an acronym for ·~Om[iuter-aided design/computer-ai-1ed 
manufacturing. The term CAD/CAM refers to the integration of computers into 
the manufacturing processes to improve productivity. Bu~iness co~puters 

crunch numbers and data, CAD/CA."1 systems stor·e, retrieve, manipulate and 
display graphical information. 

Traditionally, a design is created t-y rubbing graphite on papt·r and 
refined by the use of an eraser. In a CAD/..;AM system, an engineer interacts 
with the system to develop product design in detail, monitoring his work 
constantly on a TV-like graphics display. By i.ssuing "Onwnands to ti1e system, 
and responding to the system prompts, the engineer creates his desiEn -
l'lanirulating, modifying, refining - all witho1;.t ever having to d1·aw 3 1 i~c 0:1 
paper or recreate an existing design element. Once he is Sdtisf ied with the 
design, he can conmand the system to make a "hard copy", or generate a 
computer tape to guide CNC machine tools in manufacturing an<l testing the 
part. Figure l shows the broad categories of CAD/CA.llof activity which can be 
applied for the manufacturing industries. 

1.3.2 ~a_!:~~~e~~lopments 

CAD/CA.i.'1 beg.'ln with the developrr.ent of interactive graphics in the early 
1960s. One of the earliest developments in interactive graphics was the 
Sketchpad Project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Data was 
entered via a hand-held lightpen, and as the computer sense~ the position of 
the lightpen on a CRT displa7 scope, the co-ordiP.ate data were stored in its 
memory. By specifying points on the scope and executing simple computer 
commands, the user could quir:kly generate straight lines, circles, arcs and 
other geometries. With this technique, the user could easily produce an 
entire diagram on the display screen. And the data base of co-ordinates 
stored in the computer could subsequently be used to manipulate the di . .;play 
image, produce hard-copy drawing, or be ent~n:d as an input to some form of 
geometric analysis. A fe~ture that made interactive graphics so appealing was 
that the colllllunication with the CJmputer was carried on in real time. 
Feedback fr.)m the computer was almost instantaneo,.is, permitting the 
interaction to take plare almost in a ronversational moc1e. 

Several interactive graphic3 systems were developer! in the 1960~. Their 
use, however, was restricted mostly to very larg~ companies such as ~eneral 
Motors and Boeing that developed their own ~n-house ,;ysttms using e:<pens~vt 
mainframe r:omputers. By the early 1970s, fnte!a:::tive graphit".s could be 
performed on less-expen·,;ive minicnmputers. fr'itially, these interactive 
graphics systems performed little more th<.n si11ple automated drafting. But as 
computer hardware became ~·re powerful an1 sof~ware was retined, the 
ca?atilities of graphics systems expandec' dram<>tically. Ttu~se systemi: new 
permit the user perform a .nud1 wider ·ange ot' geometric manipuL1tions .:mc1 
sophisticated analysis. 

t•/ In addition to the lecture by Erik flohcz this St!cticm :s hasr:d on a 
f.1rthcoming U~!OO reference guic1e on CAD/CA."'. syF.tems in rkvt!loping co11nt.ri~s 
prepared by Tf.CllNONET·-As ia. 
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for the more sophisticated drafting packaKeS, a 1.;ser can temporarily 
"erase" portions of a compl~x model from the scn»·n to see the area under 
l'Onc.truction more clearly, then the deleted area can be recalled later to 
complete the model. Likewise, portions <lf the mo.tel may be enlarged to \:i<::w 
=md add minute details accuratt:ly. And the model may be moved and rotated on 
the screen for the user to view at any an~le. When the design is complete, 
the system may au.:omaticaily add dime:1sions and labels. After the part 
geometry ic; defined with a complete mod~l. the user <'.an have the computer 
calculate prcperties such as .,.·eight, voltL'lle, surface area, moment of intet·tia, 
or centre of gra-.rity. A finite element p;v:ka,:;e may be us-:rl to rletermine the 
stress, defle<'.tions aid other structural chardct~risti~s. After the analysis, 
the display screen may show colour-corled stress plots, the ch:flected shape cf 
a part subjected to a given load, or even an animated 'llode shape showing how 
the structure might ~ibrate and rleform during operation. 

As a result, with a CAD/CAM system, desii;ners can view complex forms ftom 
various angles at the push of a button instead of having to construct costly, 
time-consuming physical models and mockups. Changes •:an be made quickly and 
inexpensively at the keyboard or data tablet without requiring alteration of 
drawing or physical models. In addition, computer displays can prn<luce 
realistic simulations of product operations b~fore any hardware is proauced. 

~fter the design is completed, the resulting geometric data stored in 
computer memory may be used to produce numerical control instructions of 
making the part on automated machine tools. formerly, the preparation 0f ~C 

instruct ions was pertormed manually by experi:?nced programmers. The 
programme was then testtd on the machine and refined several times before the 
pa!'."t was machined properly. Many of these tedious and costly operations ace 
now reduced with CAD/CAM systems. ~C inst:-u('.tions can now be produced 
automatically for a range of part types, arid tool paths simulated on the 
display screen to verify and refine the ptogramme more quickly. 

3.3.3 Benefits 

The most obvious benefit of CAD/CAM is increased engineering 
productivity. This is probably the single consideration that influences most 
potential users to invest the high •:apital outlay for implementing :t CAD/<:AM 
syslt!m. fnitially, prod11ctivity may decline somewhat rlue to learning ;.ind 
familiarization with the system. The overall prorluctivity inrrease during the 
first year operation is typically 2 to l. Succeeding years may show further 
produc.tivity in•:reasi-:s as high .is 20 to l depending on tr.e applirati•Hi. A ~ 

to l or 4 to l increase is a corr.mun norm for most we! I-established CAD/CA;.'1 
systems. [n a typical merhanic.il design application, a 2 to l produrtivity 
!ncrease is usually sufficient to justify the installation of a CAD/CAM system. 

Another henefit of CAD/C:A.'1 is the inrreased analytic-al r.:lpability plact!d 
at the fingerlips of a 11s1:r. This allows ri~orous produc:t analysis that woulrl 
othe,wise be quite impossible to perform m<111ual ly. Reduced product ;rnd 
development cost is a direct res:ilt of inr'.re;:sed engineering produc:tivity. In 
many applications, <'.omputer simulation of an entire mechanical sy,-;tem or 
pr0rluc:t is possible. [n this way, funrtinnal d1:iracteristic:s St:c:h as 
vibration, noise, stress rlistribution, ~t<'.., rdn be analyzed with t~c sy~tem 

instead of having to build c:ostly prototypes. 

Perhaps, the greatest and the most s11btle benefit of using C~D/CA.'1 is 
enhanc.ed creativity of the user. It is a direct result of a compatability 
between the human mind and intf~rnr·tive ~rilphics. This i: attributer! to the 
ability of the brain to grasp grriphir,d rlata '11Jirkly - a I ir:ture is worth a 
thous;tnd words. 
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3. 3 .4 CAD/CA.."1 just if icat ion 

The introduction of CAD/CAM into a company very often entails 
reorganization of its structure and may initially i:ivolve huge capital outlays 
not only f·Jr the system hardware and software but also for staff additions, 
special training required, etc. This section looks into some of t.he di;:ect 
and indirect monetary savings or cost benefits whil~ indirect benefits could 
mean improved prnduct quality, enhanced product safety and a number of other 
implicit and intangible benefits. 

The quality of a product is very often judged by its performance or 
function, its reliabiiity, maintainability and safety. With powertul CAD/CA.'llf 
packages, a problem can often be analyzed more thoroughly and accurately. Any 
possible fault or potential dangers can be identified at a muct. earlier 
stage. For example, the viL1ation, deflection <inJ muLiun of a structure umit:r 
stress can be simulated with a CAD/CA.."1 system. Individual modes can be 
created and weakness identified. Previously, this could not have been 
possible as a large number of prototypes has to be made, which is both 
time-consuming and expensive. ~lcDermott, a le.;ding offshore engineering 
company, simulates the launching of a large off shore platform on a CAD/CAM 
system before the actual installation as any mistake at the site will cost 
millions of dollars as well as numerous human lives. 

Today, project lead-time can have considerable impact on a product's 
competitiveness and mark~t~bility. Current CAD/CA.'llf techniques can have a 
significant impact on reducing project span time. Reduced project span time 
can mean considerable monetary savings through a number of ways such as lower 
interest payments on borrower! funds for a p1·oject, more efficient use of 
manpower through better scheduling, reduction of unnecessary data and lower 
computer run costs. Shorter span time for a project may very well be the 
basis for winning a contract which, in turn, could represent millions of 
dollars of business. 

In test or resear 0:h and <levelopment environments, CAD/CA.11.t systems permit 
tuning of trial p~rameters in r~al time. Input trials of parameters at a 
graphic consolP. r:an b•! processed in seconds ;rncl the ,:·1tput vit:wcd on tht: 
display. The quick assessment potential for each set of p;-ir;Jmeters, and the 
inunediate visualization of the effects of changes, would eluninate tedi.1us 
manual data redur.tion, romptction time on calibration trom on•! .iay to severiil 
months, eliminate many superf luaus computer rans and lessen the nt:ed for mur:h 
expensive test data. 

(c) Reduced labour hours 

A significant amount of paper work 1:an be redur.ed thr1rngt-. the use of a 
CAD/CAM system. In a manufacturing environment, doc.uments such as rouc.ing 
sheets, tool lists, bills of material list, ma1·hine loading r.apacity r.harts, 
production scheduling, etc., c.an now ;ill be handled by a system. Tedious 
calculations on ~reas, vol1~es, moments of inertia, mass centre, etc., ran be 
achieved in seconds without having to :;pend hours of labour. Reduced labour 
hours would mean a shorter proj.~rt time as ciescribed previously. The 
productivity is increased and more contrar.ts can be signed witho·:• additional 
m;rnpower. 
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It may be an overstatement to say that man/ problems can be solved only 
i.hrough CAL'/Ck"-1 technology. However, the statement is essentially tc1e a~d 
CAD/CA..'111 read i ~y lends itself to improved techniques. For example, in 
applications i11volving the layout of piping, dur~ing and wirings, it is 
previously almost impossible to check for ~11 possible interferences. This is 
generally the case since objects which are three-dimensional in qature cannot 
be studied efficiently frnm convent.i0nal two-dimensional drawings. There is 
no easy way to visualize c lea ranees and interferences in a 2 D mode. Present 
day 2 D/3 D sysLems provide the needed flexibility of analysis and 
presentation. 

~n NC machining, .'.! <:utter path c2n be simulated to check for 
interferences, and optimizec cutting parameters such as feed speed can be 
generated automatically. 

One of the important features of CAD CA.."•1 is geometric modelling, the 
representation of part siz,~ and shape in computer memory. The modelling 
l..echnique is extremely useful as 1:iany design and manufacturing functions use 
it as a starting point. 

The most powerful method for analyzing a structure on a comput•~r is 
rerkoned to be the finite element technique. This method determines 
ct1aracteristics such as deflections and stresses in a structure otherwi~e tno 
r·::implex for rigorous mathematical treatise. A CAD/CA.."'1 system is virt11al ly 
indispensible for such applications anrl with the graph~cs post-processing 
power, the data generated can be converted into visual form for quick 
interpretation. 

Interfacing of various prograr.unes on a CAD/CAM system greatly reduces tin: 
rPpeated manual hand I ing of ..10th input and output data. Centralized control 
of planning <iata further :P.duces the dependency on the planner's skills in .1 

manufacturing r:nvironment. rt is now possible to capture years of experience 
;,tl <i computer memory. 

(t) Enhancf! 11scr's knowledge 

l!s1~rs of C:/.'J/r:AM systems not only P'~rform their jobs more t:tficiently h11t 
they ;ilso c1eriVf! greater job knowledge in the proc:ess. This expen<le<l p11rvi.,w, 
in turn, hris many benefits to the user. Improve<i knowledge and awarerwss ot 
i-!ppl icatiuns and of the interaction of rippl ic:ations ot fer somf! hnpt: for r:ornir1g 
to grips with today's expandin~ tec:hnical complexity. 

The fre1-;dom of Lhe human mind to concentrate on the r:cre f:ss1:ntial 
parameters of a project, ma<le possible hy CAD/CAM, offers a major potenti;li 
for increased productivity and better solutions to r:ompl1:x problems. This 
value is, however, too abstract and difficult to quantify. 

(~) Cost effectiveness 

;·;irr:r.t cost f;ffectiv1:ness may he easit:r to qualify in terms of dollars 
an<! cents. If a r:ilse r·;111 be made cle;irly that a CAD/CAM system produces cost 
reduction, th,~n all th,~ ottH:r ;1n:as me:itio111:<1 earlier on arf! likt: frostings n 
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the rake. Cost reduction in this sense is the most conservative approach but 
it is certainly a benefit that the non-technical management and financial 
people can reaciily understand. For a more conservative organization, it may 
be justifiable enough for a CAD/CAM acquisition. 

The initial design phase is very important. The designer· has a very high 
cost responsibility which is difficult to quantify, but it can easily be shown 
qualitatively: a design that is not cost-effective ~ill have a very important 
impact on the cost of tooling, material and production. A designer can select 
between a mass-production technique an<l a small batch pr~duction technique. 
His decision has to be based on as much information as possible at the moment 
of design. This information may cover 1narketing study results, new 
techniques, new materials etc. It is clear that the designer should have good 
design toois to reduce the risk of a non cost effective design, and a CAL 
system here offers a large advantage 0ver manual design methods. A good 
CAD/CAM system reduces the non creative design task by automating routine 
work, such as calculations of strength, weights, volumes and generation of 
parts 1 ist. 

There are thus a number of ~onsiderations with respect to the link 
between design and production, as far as developing countries are concerned. 
In general, industrialized nations do not transfer their design know-how to 
developing countrief,, they mostly transfer the proauction alone, because of 
cost of labour considerations. Another important reason can be to have access 
to the local market under "locally assembled" rules. Design know-how itself 
used to be something accumulated over a very long period mostly by a process 
of trial and error rather than by a formal scientific effort. The term 
appropriate technology was used of ten in the context of design know-how 
transfer to developing countries. This was because labour intensive 
production in the traditional sense could easily be transferred to low labou1· 
~ost countries. Design is also a labour intensive process but is not so 
easily transferred, because it needs highly skilled and specialized staff and 
there are strategic considerations attached to it. 

In countries with high design capacity the tendency was obviously to make 
the design process more efficient, which led to the development of CAD 
systems. Separately, production was optimized by the use of NC, which could 
.:ope with inr:reasing complexity and rising labour costs. Once the coni:epts 
were demonstrated, the advantages were obvious. 

The somewhat paradoxical result of the present situation is that ther~ 

are definite advantages for developing countries who are at only an initial 
stage in design. They can immediately adopt and integrate the new design 
tools without havrng to go through all the stages which were gom: through by 
countries more advanced in this field. 

In general, CAD and CAM syst.ems are profoundly ch2nging the design and 
manufacturing proce:;s. Comp11ter-aidecl clt!sign (CAO} is essentially the 
application of computt!r lech11ology to assist in co.1ct!pt11alizing, d1!signi11g, 
drafting, analyzing and doc11me11li11g desi~ns, while c:omputer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) is the application of computers in converting design 
information int') the ilctual products. A 1 ink between CAD and CAM can 
signific.rrntly improve productivity. This 1 ink is realized t.y using the same 
gcomelric;d data base for the ,frsign ,1nd for the manufacturing data. This 
integration of CAD and CAM is a very romplex task, and it is only recently 
that CAO software vendors offer this kind of integration, with a missing I ink 
lo be implemented by the •:11slornr:r or l1y the NC hardware vendor. 
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Initially numerically cc~trolled (:"iC) machine tools were programmed by 
coding instructions ori a paper tape. New they are progranvned on the terminal 
screen of the machine contrc.1ller. The code itself is little changed but it is 
different for each type of NC or CNC (computer numerically contrc-,lled) 
machine, the latter bei11b a machine tool with a micro programmtJ 
microprocessor controller. 

T'1e basic need for a mature CAD/CA.'1 system is a common data base ar•d a 
means of co11111unicating with all its current arid future users. This m...kes the 
use of a process standard a virtual necessity. One concept or philosophy that 
is coming back into use is group technology (GT). Group Technology can be 
defined as th~ tringing together and organizing of conanon parts, principles, 
problems and tasks to improve productivity. 

The first step for establishing a GT progranune is to develop a 
classification system for determining families of parts. It includes the 
coding of parts based on the similarities of th~ parts, grouping the ~~rt~ 
into production families based on similarities in their production so that the 
parts in a particular "family" can then be processed together; and finally the 
grouping of various machines together to produce a particula~ family of parts. 

The ultimate coavergence of new prod•1ction technologies takes ?lace in 
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM). Material requireme~ts planning, 
pattern recognition system, use of artificial intelligence, robotics, can all 
find their place here. Most CIM technology is currently being developed i~ 

the United States, yet its most innovative implementation has thus tar been in 
Japan and Western Europe. For example, .Japan Fujitsu Fanuc operates a factoc·y 
for producing robotic parts; it is almost entirely unmanned during night 
shifts. 

The objective of CIM is to develop a cohesive digital data base that 
integrates manufacturing design ;rnd business functions. Information is sent 
on demand and as needed to the largest number as possible of intra- and 
inter-disciplinary groups within the production system. 

3.4 State-of-the-art in robo~ic~_and_B"l~in the _industrializ~~ co~ntri_~~.i__~Y 
A. Laffaille, Director, AFRI, France 

3.4. l Introductior. 

The evolution of manufacturing technology from the mid-19th century until 
the end of the 1960s can be broadly characterized as exploiti~g economies of 
mechanization. specialization, standardization and scale. On an agir~gate 
level, the productivity of workers ~as enormously increased by mechanization, 
subdividing and rationalizing complex. non repetitive tasks into a sequence of 
simpler repetitive ones, higher precision, and higher operating rates of 
machine tools, m;1ss production of truly inter<:hangeable standard parts, use of 
dedicated automatic machines to maximize parts output rates and r:iechanical 
assistance for handling and assembly. Labour productivity improvements from 
the 19th century to the 1950s vary from one product to another, but in many 
cases the overall improvement was several onlers of magnitude. Metal cutting 
rates, for example, in<:reased by over 100 times between 1890 and 1970. 
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In the last decade, the manufact~t"ing industries of almost every coun.:.ry 
are being affected through increasing coc;t pre:::sures, low productivity growth 
:rnd stae;nant demand. Se'.·eral large industrial sectors are facing severe 
adjustment pressures as a result of this ...-eak demand and of international 
competition. ~evertheless, while faced with low prof it levels and cash flow 
pr-oblems, many manufacturing industries are increasingly investing in new 
automated manufacturing equipment, in or-dee- to increase their- productivity and 
thus their international competitivenes,;. 

Based on developments in semiconductor technolo~y and also in new 
machining technol•Jgy and concepts, the incre2sing automation of capital 
equipment is leading r-0 signifi·:ant changes in concept~ of manufacturing. nu~ 

rapid development of techniques of automatic control in Rl.'lnufacturing 
processes, the integration of computers in real time dir·ectly with machines 
anri the integration of machines through industrial robots, has led to the 
application of tliese new manufacturing concepts to a wide rang':! of industries. 
and it will continue to do so. 

Thre~ main ~uestions ar-ise frm:i developmt-nb in industrial autc..mtion: 

(a) The first question is a commercial one: given the range of 
automation choices for manufacturing, the problem is to determine what 
approach is best suited to market cor.ditions for the industry in question. 

(b) The second question is in the realm of political and industrial 
ecorJmy: if, from a national strategy point of view governments are 
encouraging in various degrees, the domestic production of industrial robots 
and nther automated manufacturing equipn1ent (AME), the decision-maker has to 
be aftare of the fundamental characteristics of these industries. 

(c) Thirdly, there are socio-organizational i~sues: indeed, the 
patterns of industrial automation diffusion in the industrialized countries 
reveals that the factors inhibiting the spread of automation are more 
organizational chan technological. So any policy to strengthen capital goods 
industries through industrial automation has to take account of its impact on 
work structure. 

As remarked above, up to the end of the 1960s, productivity improvements 
were mainly based on econorr.ies of scale. However, by 1970, the potential for 
such increases was far more modest in most cas.-=s. Today, c0nsumer markets .1re 
characterized by shorter product life rycles, segmentation and imp:uved 
quality, further reducing the scope for economies of scale. The new automated 
manufacturing equipl'lent and methods are d~signed to satisfy these market 
~onstraints. Economies of scale will have decreasing influence in coming 
decades, whereas economies of scope (i.e. capital sharing facilities by 
increased flexibility) will have a" increasing influence. What follows is a 
brief survey of their present and expected future features. 

(a) ~l~_tom~~~d rr.~n~_fac:t_1~r:ing _equipf!!ef!t:. __ p~_e_se_'!_t_si_~ll_~t~<>n 

Here we consider two important subject areas: 
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). 

industrial robots and 
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Industrial robots 

According to the ISO definition a "manipulating industrial robot (MIR)" 
coamonly called "industrial rnbot (IR)" is an "automatically control led, 
reprogranmable, multi-purpose manipulative machine "iith several degrees of 
freedom, which may be either fixed in place or mobile, for use in industrial 
automation applicatioa". 

Thus an IR is a CNC manipulator whose :nain features are: 

its ability to move its end effector Llong 6 degrees of freedom; 
Its working volUl!le; 
Its ability, if equipped with a tool changer, to execute sequentially 
at the same w·~rking stat ion several n?erat ions during the same work 
cycle; 
Its possible use of external sensors - often opticai - :~0 outputs of 
which give its control unit a knowledge of its environment and changes 
in or evolutions of this environment. 

One of the characteristics of an IR is that according to the 
sophistication of its control system, it can operate: 

Either in a blind, purely repetitive, but always accurate way; 
Or in a repetitive way, but according to real time information on its 
end effector. The motions of the end effector and/or the forces 
exerted by the end effector can be adapted to the current state of the 
environment; 
Or in a more autonomous "'ay with on '.y one goal. 

The flexibility of use of an industrial robot can be considered at two 
levels: 

The control level; 
The end effector level. 

Industrial robots c3n be thought of as mechanisms that duplicate human 
ability in movement and adaptability, especially in a well defined limited 
space such ~s a shop floor. 

The main fields of application of IR may be divided into four, depending 
on its mechanical structure, its size, and the type of its end effector: 

Manipulation; 
Machining; 
Assembly; 
Test and inspection. 

"A flexible manufar.turing system (F~S) is an integrated computer 
controlled r.omplt:x of n1un•!riral ly r:ontrol le<l machine toolr., autom<itP.rl m<itt:rial 
and tool. handling devices and aut1>m.ated measuring and testing equipment that, 
with a minimum of man11a ! int.ervent ion and short change over time, can pror.ess 
any product belonging to a r.ertain sper.if ierl family of products within its 
stated capability and to d prerl•:termined schedule".~/ So, in short, 

~I nefi11ition ~stablish~<l by the CECIMO working party on standardization. 
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an FMS is a production unit capable of producing a cange of discrete products 
with a minimum of manual intervention. F!'IS is mainly '..lsed for ddlling, 
milling, testing, storage and retrieval. An essential f~ature is an automated 
materials handling (AMH) system. This stores and moves proriucts and materials 
under computer control. The first application for AMH is to shuttle 
workpieces between the stations of an FMS. The second major one is automaterl 
storage and r~trieval systems. Such systems allow more accurate inventory 
records. 

P.15 works acc~rding to the following scheme: using NC pro5rarrmes and 
often also, using <.:omputer-aided process planning, workers develop the 
sequence of production steps for each part that FMS produces. Then, based on 
inventory orders and computer simulations of how the FMS could run most 
effectively, the FMS managers establish a schedule for the parts that t'1e FMS 
will produce on a given day. Next, operators feed the materials for each part 
into the system, ~ypically by ciamping a block of metal into a special carrier 
~~3t se1ves both as a fixture to hold the part in pla~e while it is being 
machined, and as pallet for transporting the workpiece. Once loaded, the FMS 
essentially takes over: IRs, conveyors, AGVs or other automated materials 
handling devices transport the workpiece from workstation to workstation, 
acconiing to the process plan. If a tool is not working, the FMS can reroute 
the part to other tools that can substitute. 

Machine tools are not the only workstations in an FMS; other possible 
stations include washing or heat-treatment ~~chines, automatic inspection 
devices, and machines tor grinding, sheet metal working, plastic handling and 
assembly. 

The amount of flexibility necessary to deserve the label "flexible" is 
arguable. However, in the current state of the technology, a system that 
cannot produce at least 20 different parts is not flexible. 

are: 
The essential features that constitute a workable "part family" for FMS 

A common shape; 
Size; 
Material; 
Tolerance. 

For a manufacturer with an appropriate part family and volume to use an 
FMS, the technology offers substantial advantages n\er stand-alone machine 
tools. In an ideal FMS arrangement, the company's expensive machine tools are 
working at near full capacity. Turn around time for manufacture of a part is 
reduced dramatically and computer simulations of the r'MS helps determine 
optimal routing paths. 

Most systems have some redundanry in proceF:;ing capabilities and thus can 
automatically reroute parts around a machine too~ that is down. Because of 
these time savings, work-in-pru~ecs i11ventory can be drastically reduced. The 
company can also decreasP its inventory of finished pdrts, since it can rely 
on FMS to produce needed parts on demand. 

Finally, P.-15 can reduce the "economic order quantity" for a given part, 
the batch size necessary tn justify set up costs. When a part has been 
produced once on a FMS, the set up •:osts for later batches are minimal because 
the prorP.ss plans are aln·aciy •:stahl ishcci a11<I stored in mP.mory, and the 
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materials handling is automatic. Theoretically, a FMS could produce a batch 
of one part almost as cheaply as it could produce one of l,000, in terms of 
unit cost. However, in practice there are unavoidable set up costs for a 
part, and a one-part batch is uneconomical. Neverti1eless, the P.tS's 
capability to lower the economic size of order is particularly useful in an 
economy in which manufacturers enr.ounter increased demand for product 
customization and for smaller batch sizes. 

The chief problems related to FMS arise from its complexity and cost. 
Several months and even years of plonning are needed for such a system, and 
installing and maintaining an P.1S is likely to requir·e a higher degree of 
technical expertise than manufacturers may have available. Finally, because 
FMS is a system of interdependent tools, reliability problems tend to be 
magnified. 

The possibilities for application of existing progra11111able automation 
tools are already extensive. But the technologies continue to develop 
rapidly, with emphasis in five areas: 

Increasing the power of the technologies. i.e. their speed, accuracy, 
reliability and efficiency; 
Increasing their versatility, the range of rroblems to which the 
techno 1 ogies can b~ applied; 
Increasing the ease of use, so that they n:quire less operator time 
and training, can perform more complex operations, and can be adapted 
to new applications more quickly; 
Increasing what is commonly called the intelligenr.e of the system, so 
that they can offer advice to th~ operator and respond to complex 
situations in the manufacturing Pnvirnnment; ~nd 
Increasing the ease of integration of programmable automat. ion devices 
so that they can be comprehensively co-ordinated and their data hases 
intimately linked. 

Industrial robots --------

In part because robotics is a comp1ex and interdisciplinary technology, 
there are many discrete areas of research and possible directions for 
extension of capabilitie~: 

Improved positioning accuracy for the robot's wrist; 
Increased "grace, dexterity and speed". Work on lighter structures is 
likely to lead to the use of composite fibre materials; 
Software methods for progranuning robots are becoming easier and more 
efficient; the trend is towards more "user-friendly" and interactive 
high level languages which could suit every brand of robot. 

FMS for the machining of prismatic parts are becoming more prevalent ano 
are a relatively established technology. FMS for rotational parts are now 
available, while the range of other possible applications for FMS - grinding, 
sheet metal working, or assembly - a~e at early stages of development. 

Many of the chief R&D problems for FMS involve logistics: the design and 
l;1yout for the FMS and computer strategies that can handle sophisticated 
combinations of powerful machine tools. In addition, there is a need for more 
sophistir.ation in simulation systems for the FMS, so that their efficiency can 
he optimized. 
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There is a variety of enhancements to FMS hat·dware; these include 
automatic delivery and chcnging of cutting tools and systems for automatic 
fixturing and defixtudng of material to be processed. There is a trend 
towards the increased use of automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) in FMS. 

Besides perfecting AGVs with respect to control system, speed, mobility 
and sensor interactions, it is likely that they will be used for carrying 
roboLs between workstations, or that, while transporting ~orkpieces and tools, 
they will perform certain operations such as quality control, cleaning, etc. 

Improving the reliability and versatility of material handling systems is 
also an important need for FMS. However, the level of sophistication of 
material handling technology often does not match that of other programmable 
automation technologies and the automatic material handling system may be the 
"weak 1 ink" of ~S. 

Sensors 

Many prograrrunable automation devices are limited in their capabilities 
because they are "unawai·e" of their environment; they do not "knuw" what they 
are doing exactly where the parts are, or whether something is wrong in the 
manufacturing system. A minor adjustment or observation which would be easy 
and obvious for a humar1 is nearly impossible with most current manipulators. 

~1any machines have internal sensors - e.g. IR and machine tools have 
sensors which provide feedback on the positions and speeds of their joints -
but here we are concerned with those sensing devices that can acquire 
information about the environment and can be used in conjunction with robot 
systems or other CA.Ill! equipment, such as r.NC machine tools, or AMH handling 
systems, of which such sensors are an integral part. 

There are r~ughly three ways to use sensors: 

Inspection, in which parts or products are examined and evaluated 
according to pre-estab~ished criteria; 
Identification or patte~n recognition, in which part, produ~ts or 
other objects are recognized and then classified for further 
pror:essings; 
Guidance and control, in which sensors provide feedback to IRs or 
other CAM machines on their tool environment, or on the state of the 
part under process. 

The simplest sensors provirle binary information. At a moderate level of 
complexity, the information sensed is analogue. 

At the most snphisticatP.d end of the sensing terhniques, visual an<! tourh 
s<!nsors deal with information that is not only analogue: but also needs 
subbtantial proressing to be useful. 

[t would not be right to r:lose a subchapter on current technologirHI 
issues without mentioning, at least bricf ly, the subje~t of artifirial 
intelligence and one of its most powerful tools, the expert system. 

The purpose of AI is to design marh~nes which can perform tasks generally 
regarded :1.-; requiring intPl l igenrc. It may be a key to automate parts of the 
man11lart1:rin1ot process previously thought to be too complex for automation. 
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So far, AI techniques have successfully been used for image processing 
mainly in rnbotics applications, where a simplified aspect of AI techniques is 
an important factor of the adaptive control of the IRs. 

Standards, interfaces and conwnunication networks 

The need for standards in both languages and intertares is strong and 
consistent throughout progranwnable automation technologies. 

Without standards it is very difficult to combine equipment from 
different vendors, and it is still more difficult to proceed incrementally 
towards a more inLegrated system. 

The demand for standardization in languages is particularly strong from 
users of automation devices, because of the increased confusion and need for 
additional training that result from the profileration of different 
programming languages. 

Furthermore, standards for interfaces between computerized devices wili 
greatly facilitate integrated AME systems. The recent development of 
standards for "local area n~tworks" (LAN) helps define the hardware 
connections for linking devices togethe;:-, as well as the "protocols" that 
ensure that different systems can interpret each others messages conveyed by 
this data exrhange system. Such a "nerve system" must take into consideration 
the differerit levels of control and the kind of information it is necessary to 
communicate, and must also be open to further deve1opments of the 
manufacturing system. 

The most efficient way to overcome this problem of data exchange is 
probably to follow a strict policy of implementing a well kno~~ conwnunication 
system such as MAP (manufacturing automation protocol). 

From this rapid technological survey regarding AME, integration and 
flexibility appear as being the key features of the emerging manufacturing 
standard. Flexibility refers to reprogranunability of AME and FMS, and 
integration to accurate and reliable mean,- and methods of co-ordinatinK the 
comolex process required in present manufacturing. These two features 
reinforce each other to improve manufacturing systems efficiency. 

L4. 3 !~~ __ jn_~~~trial -~c_i>no_m_y__Q_f_j_!!.Qustr)~l _ alltq'!_l~t i_on_: the r.ase of 
robotics 

It is not intended here to write the his::.ory of industrial automation 
since the beginning of the 1960s, nor to analyze for its own sake the 
development of industrial automation in the industri::1 '. ized ,:ountries. But, 
since inclustrial automatior. markets are strongly international, any 
decision-maker must be aware of the emerging trends. 

CAD, IR, NC marhine tools, flexible manufacturing systems and other 
inclustrial automat irm equipment and systems are supplied by industries that 
are currently more or less separate. Of the principal industrial automation 
industries, the NC industry is the oldest and Largest, dating from the l9')0s. 

Only the robotics industry is under ronsiderationhere, since it is 
assumed that information and reports on the machine tool industry are easily 
available to illustrate the present levels of international comper.ition. 
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At the end of 1984, four main trends could be discerned: 

Accelerating technological improvement; 
Opening of United States and European markets; 
Beginning of IR mass production; 
Launch of price comfetition. 

In 1987, the following are the main trends: 

(a) Prices competition: a static warfare 

IR average prices are presentiy decelerating. Three facts explain this 
first trend: 

Increase of low cost light robotics share; 
Launch of new low-cost designed IR; 
Suppliers prices strategies oriented more to maintain prices in 
nominal money than to drastically cut them. 

Price c~mpetition did not take place because: 

Suppliers, after losing a goo~ deal of money in 1981 and 1982, prefer 
to strengthen their profits margins; 
Competition occurs more in the field •.Jf coll'lllerc ia l networks and 
post-sal~s services than in that of prices; 
Yen revaluation prevents aggressive prices strategies from Japanese 
suppliers. 

Nevertheless, with the development of IR mass production, price cuts in 
the near future are likely. 

If the 1986 low market profile postponed IR suppliers' investments, 
automated IR manufacturing remains an underlying trend: longer production 
ranges, production equipment flexibility allowing manufacturing automation, 
and the necessary lowering of production costs all point to the emergence of 
this trend. 

(c) World wide markets 

Since 1982, new conunercial and/or industrial agreements are announced 
every month. Licensing, outsourcing, mergers and takeovers, limited equity 
investments and joint ventures a1·e common and usually or.cur between firms from 
different couutries. 

(d) I_~f_h_n_ol_Q.&!c~l evolution 

More and more innovations, designed in research leiboratories, are now 
industrialized. Nevertheless. their diffusion remains very slow. Off-line 
programming, high level languages, local arf':a networks amount t0 only 
l per cent of turnover. Also the ter.hnological competition remains sharp, and 
relates to: 

The establishment of a high level language standard; for instance, IBM 
promotes its standard, cal led AML2, while GMF promotes KAREL, another 
high 1 eve l language; 
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The desig~ of new progranmabie controllers; 
The compatibility with the co11111unication interface network. called ~p 
(manufacturing automction protocol) proposed by General ~otors. 

(e) Increasing role of "system houses" 

With IR diffusion to small- and medium-sized firms, system hcmse 
companies are playing an increasing role in robotics markets in meeting the 
above needs. 

This is partly because for boch simple and complex applications, pre- and 
post-sale support and service are i~creasingly consicered essential by both 
vendors and users, and system ho.1ses, as intermediaries and integrators. can 
contribute to meeting this demand. One indicator that service and supp0rt 
have been inadequate is the fact that buyers occasionally abandoned robots, a 
situation which has not occured with CAD syscems and other type3 of 
programnable automation. 

A good deal of pre-sale support-planning, tra1n1ng, facilities 
preparation, etc. is often needed, for two reasons; rR has yet to be viewed 
as the only alternative for certain tools; and there are no single, .·orre<"t 
appro~che3 to applying robots in given situati~ns. Because IR technology is 
still dev~loping, and because users often adopt their first IR as a 
preliirinary to broader process changes. post-sale support - software updates. 
services contracts - is also important. 

At the beginning of the 1970s, a two hundred units annual production was 
sufficient to be an IR supplier. Today, the required production level to te 
profitable is much higher. Markets leaders manufacture about 1,500/2,000 
units a year and have goals for th~ 1990s of a 5,000 units production levei . 
The increasing gap between the leaders' production volwnes and those of other 
firms ones is disturbing for the latter. 

Finally, during recent years, the trends foreseen for the ind11stry grew 
stronger. And if technological diffusion and µrices evolution proved less 
than expected, this has not affected the underlying trend towards an 
oligopolistic structure in the robotics industry. 

In the United States market, where competition is keener than elsewhere, 
a double trend can be discerned: 

A falling back of the traditional firms relative to others; 
The rise of new firms, such as GMF, the market share of whir.h has 
increased very rapidly. 

The Japanese market, with more th3n 200 vendors, is dominated by some 
large firms: MATSUSHlTA, FANUC, TOSHIBA, etc. 

On the E11rop~an market, c.1e leader is the Swedish group ASEA, with 
30 per cent of the market. The other firms are the German company KUKA 
(15 per cent ), COMAU, a FIAT sub~idiary (8 per r.ent) and KENAULT AUTOMATION 
(6 per cent). 
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Four- patter-ns can be seen: 

Specialized mar-ket niche strategies: some firms design and develop 
~pecific automated devices. for- markets which are today very narrow 
onr.!s but ar·e expected to become profitable (personal robots, service 
robots for .:leaning, agricuiture, mining, etc.); 
Functional pacica5e strategies: the.;;e consist of selling not only a 
wide range of IR, hut also ,\ ran~e of robotic turnk.:y systems for 
industrial applications; 
Standard IR mass production strategies; 
Industrial automation system strategies: the robot is here viewe<l :.s 

.1 peripheral device of the c.lllt:-ol syst~·m. 1n this cast>, s•;ppl ier·s 
aim at selling comput.-:r- iatt>grated m.:.rnufacturing systems, includi!1g [R. 

Even if a firm is in a position to follow a mixed strategy, any 
.feris!on-m;>ker will ~1ave to ct.oose from :!rr.ong those four patterns. ThE: final 
result will depend 0n finar.ce resources, techncdogical capabilities ar.d 1:1arket 
access. 

Industrial automation: 

Industrial automatian (IA) had tn help companies to produce better and 
•:heaper: IA can improve pr-uduct 1ual ity by ra1s1ng consistency and cont•ol in 
production. It can be used to prorlure an increased range of products because 
of its progralllllability. These features can make IA er:onomi~al in production 
'."lf much smaller- quantities than hard automation, which is largely r-estricted 
to large quantity or mass production. 

In spite af these potential benefits, the way in which IA is applied is 
often quite inapproj>riate. Indeed, IA is viewed as a p.inacea tor problems in 
mani.1f:-icturing. In fact, IA is an important and powerful set of tools. And 
this misunderstanding in the industrialized countries about what industrial 
automation really means is one of the main r-easons for- i:.he slow and uneven 
growth seen in markets for automation. Another reason is the present 
unfavourable economic conditions for investment. 

Currently there is an under-assessment of the interconnections of 
t~r:hnological, social and eronomics concer-ns surrounding the spread of 
ind•1strial automation ir. manufacturing. The key impacts of industrial 
automation on work structure need to be better understood. The analysis of 
the industrialized countries' experienre is very fruitful. 

Among the broader work environment issues, one could mention organization 
and nature of work, occupational safety and health, labour-management 
relations, changing skill levels and training. 

Only the first three issues will be discussed. Concerning changing skill 
levels, one has to appreciate that tl1e ways in which work is organized and 
jobs are designed will determine both the skills needed to do a partirular job 
and the overall lew~l of skills required in a workplace using industrial 
automation. In general, industrial automation gives rise to a greater need 
for conceptual skills (e.g. progralfllling) and a lesser need for motor skill& 
(e.g. machining) than are required for ronventional equipment. 

(a) O!ga'!__!~a-~_ion and n~ture of w~rk 

The ways in whirh work is organized together with the specific design 
features of industrial dutomation t1•rhnnlogy, will tog~ther affect the work 
environment. In the short term, tlw n~w iln<I emerging tech:10logies will 
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be adapted to traditional structures ot wnrk organizatio11; ov~r the long ~erm, 
the structures themselves will chang» 'Co n~t l.;.-ct t'.!t: d1aracteristics ;:if th~ 

new technologies. While it is too early to ~redict exactly how ttlese changes 
will develop. the experience to date may off !r some insights. 

One of the most vivi<l examples of ho.., organiz.:itiou of work in 
automated manufacturing can affect the quality of the w·ork en;ri n1nment comes 
from the allocation of programming in d NC shcp. The introd.urt ion of NC 
machinery is usually accompanied by tt:e development of a new progranuning 
department and a new division of labour. The planning of work hecomes more 
centralized and is moved off the shop floor, so that pL.1nniug and execution 
become incr~asingly separated. From tht point of view ot managemtnt, tLis 
results in increased efficiency and contrcl over the production pro,:ess. 
However, whether or not production worker·s are permitted to edit progr.:munes on 
the shof> floor, or in genera~ engaged in planning, can determine whethe!" their 
jobs are routine and relatively boring or involve, instead, an element af 
challenge: and r!P.cision-m.aking. The assignm~nt of wod:: is a function nf 
managerial choice. 

!t is generally agreed that there is nothing inherent in automated 
tecr.nology that makes one particular form of work '1rganization essential. 
Industrial automation gives opportunities for enlar~ing the scope of jobs. 
With appropriate training, workers could be involved in a greater variety of 
tasks by rotating jobs; however, this would require co-operation between 
labour and management 5n agreeing to increased flexibility in work rules. 
Another opportunity for workers to perform a wid~ range of tasks rather than 
narrow, fragmented ones, is the application of group techno!ogy, through thP. 
use of manufacturing cells producing families of parts grouped on the basis of 
similar shapes and/or processing requirements. 

The flexibility of industrial automation provides tt.e potential lo 
achieve a better balance between the economic considerations that determine 
technological choices and the social consequenres of those choic~s in the 
workplace. There are cases where organizational and technological changes 
have been combined successfully to yield dramatic improvements in productivi ~y 
and effectiveness. While these ch.:rnges were gene!"ally motivatea bf factors 
other than the improvement of the: work environment, organizing work in ways 
that improve the work environment should result in economi<: pay-offs .'.1S well 
through better worker morale and productivity. 

:"!any of the concerns about tiie introduction of industrial automati1rn 
re:vcl..re around the changes it wilt bring about in the organization and nature 
of work. The choices made by those who design and manage a~1tomalf:r1 systems 
will have a profound effect on how these systems influ~n~e the work 
environment. 

(b) O_c_c~_rati~11~L _safe_ty :rnrl health 

Tiu:: varic>us forms of inrlustrial aulom:1t!o11 have both positive anrl 
negative effects on thf! safety ;rnrl health of workers. [n g~:neral, tt1e 
introduction of incluslrial autonJ<ttion tends to hav': ,, L1v1111rdble i:npacl or. the 
work environment, although some new physical hazanlr. associ:1terl with thf! lar·k 
0f inunerliate worker control over systt·m opf!r;1tio1.s m;:sy Pmtrji(f:. However, 
i11dustrial automdtion will c.reat1: new situ;ilions, or pPrf,etw~Le old <HH~s, ti.at 
may have negative psychological Plff:cts 011 lh1: work for<'e. 
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Overall, the potential phy£ical hazards appear to be more amercble to 
solution than some of the psychological ones because they are ;uore easily 
recognized and are less subject to the subtleties of individual 
personalities. The relief of such symptoms as boredom 3nd stres3 is more 
challenging because they are not as well measured or understood, ~hey affect 
different people in different ways, and they a~~ o~ten complicated by other 
f._;tors not directly related to the workplace. In c.;ddition, a cornm'._tment to 
alleviating monotony and stress in the workplace usually involves major 
changes in the way work is structured, which can pose problems for bo~h 
managers and other workers. 

A breakdown is a common event on the shop floor which illustrates t~e 
difficulties in correctly assess these safety and ocu~ational considerations. 
While they are technologic'll in nature, the pressure to meet qaotas in spite 
of equipment failure is organi~ational. This situation is not unique to 
industrial automation, but the problem is exacerbated by a system designed in 
suc'1 a way that equiF::':!nt ::.:::.r:not be pulled to er::; ;-; :..-!_ ~ ::ir repair and by :: . .::. 
com~lexity and automatic nature of the equipment. In addition, the high 
capital cost of the equipment incre~ses the desire to •ise it to the fullest 
extent. This may entail operating the line faster to make up for t:me when 
the machine is down, in order to meet production goals. 

(c) Labour-management relations 

The effects of industrial automation on th~ work environment will be 
determined in part by management's motivations tor automating and by the 
nature of labour-management relations. Managemer:t m:ght de.:ide to introduce 
industrial automation for a variety of reasons, such as: 

To improve productivity; 
To reduce costs; 
To standardize production methods; 
To enable the use of workers with fewer skills; 
To encrease control over the pace and quality of production, and 
To get on the technological bandwagon. 

Who makes the decision in the organization will also have an important 
effect on the results. Re;,;e:Jrch suggests that managers often lack the 
barkground to assess the technological options, while staff familiar with the 
new technologies are less able ~o appreciate associated strategic dimensions. 

Once the decision is made, tht: strategies employed by management for 
introducing industrial autom<ltion ar~ r.rur.ial in determining its impacts. 
Prior experience seems to be an important far.tor in how an organization copes 
with additional automation. Also, the introduction of new technology may be 
facilitated by good intra-company comm1mir:;-itions and a "participative" 
management style. Where the knowlt:rlge and expertise of workers is included in 
the decision-making surrounrling new technology, and where information is 
shF:t1·ed, the implementation problems mi:ly be reduced. 

As was said above, thf! nature of labour-ma11;igement relations will affect 
the implementation of new technology ;md its consequences for the work 
environment. Co-operation between employers, workers and sociely in 
determining the design, implementation and pace of change would tend to 
minimize the potential negative effects of technological innovation. Such 
co-operation, however, will require mutual trust among the parties involved. 
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In response to changing worker expectations, management has increasingly 
been forced to pay greater attention to the needs of its work force, beyond 
the traditior.al ones of fair wages and benefits. This trend has been growing 
since the 1960s and 1970s, and is not limited either to new technology or 
industrial automation. In addition to such provisions as profit-sharing and 
job security, workers have been demanding a greater say in matters that 
directl~· affect their workplac,.:; where management has beg~.in to tap into this 
knowledge and experience they have often discovered a new source of support 
and insights. 

Any discussion of ~estructuring work in aulomat~d environments in ways 
that would enhance the workplace needs to bt framed in the context of how the 
work rule issue evolves. ~lanagement's abilit:y to take innovative ap~roaches 
to implementing industrial automation may be constrained by work rules thz.i: 
are outmoded anJ difficult to change. ~n return for increased flexibility in 
deploying workers, mana~ement may need to be more rF~~onsive in such matters 
as increased labour involvement in decisions concerning the implementa~ion of 
new technology or job security. 

To sununa.-ize, a number of factors determine the impd.cts of industrial 
automation on the work environment, such as how the techno ! ogies are des i,~ned 
and applied, the strategies employed to introduce them and •:ianagement's goals 
for automating. Iri general, the introduction of industrial ~mtomation tends 
to improve the work environment. However, it has the potentic:~l to create nf:\o' 

situations that are stressful or monotonous, resulting in negative 
psychological effects on the work force. Industrial automation offers a wide 
range of choices concerning its use - choices that, if made well, will help to 
ensure that industrial automation is applied in ways that will maximize its 
potential for affecting the workplace positively. But the persistent mismatch 
between core:nercially available technologies and the willingness and ability of 
users to implement them remains one of the major stakes for manufacturing 
today. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Conclusions 

The diffusion of automation technologies will profoundly influence 
industrial production in general and the capital goods industry in 
particular. This impact is ai~eady significant and will gradually reach 
further subsectors and industr-ial processes. Since all countries belong to 
the same economic environn.ent. this means that industrial automation 
technologies will influence to an increasing extent the industry in developing 
countries, including those that have no plans to automate industrial 
production for the foreseeable future. In some ways, this process causes a 
threat to the developing countries since the industrialized countries, through 
their ability to develop and apply advanced technologies, will be able to 
re-establish the competitive advantages in areas where developing countries 
have been able to compete successfully so far and even become exporters, such 
as textiles. Bu~ the use of industrial automation technologies also offers 
new opportunities to developing countries, since it is a substitute for 
skilled labour and managerial capabilities which might be scarce in developing 
countrie .• It will be possible through a wel 1 conceived industrial autumation 
policy to find adequate response to the international market development. The 
opportunities for the use of CNC m~chine tools for small enterprises in 
developing countries need to be considered for each part of the engineering 
sector. 

CNC machine tools are more productive than manual machines which will 
lead to labour savings at the machine level. However, there would be an 
increased need for support st3ff such as programmers and specialist service 
engineers. Through its macro impact, e.g. the opening of new markets for 
industrial products, even more substantive benefits could be reaped which 
would enhance the economy as a whole. This might be brought about by the 
removal of present barriers to expansion such as poor quality, lack of 
precision and long lead times. On the other hand, failure to introduce modern 
technologies might endanger market gai:'ls already made by developing countries. 

Consequently, developing countries must try to find adequate and feasible 
re~ponses in good time to the challenges offered by industrial automation. 
They must make a profound assessment of their own capacities and 
capabilities. They must define ~learly their priorities and formulate dynamic 
strategies in ,e light of future trends. Such strategies ca~ also include a 
review of product lines less likely to be influenced by further automation. 

On 1-he basis of the assessment, priorities and strategies that a1e 
defined, a technological policy related to an industrial automation strategy 
must be el3borated. It is essential that a clear-cut distinction be marje 
between the application of new technologies and the production of the 
corresponding hardware and software. It should be recognized that widespread 
diffusion might lead to indigenous production later. 

A number of stages of industrial automation technologies have been 
<lPfined in ear!ier UNIDO work. In the following notes the main conclusions ot 
~h~ "mrk of tile Seminar are sununarized: 
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4.1.l CNC machine tools 

CNC is necessary to achieve the standards of accuracy now required 
internationally by the engineering industries. Experience cf established 
users has shown that the effective use of CNC requires an infrastructure in 
terms of progra11111ing capibility, application of cutting technology, and 
production control. 

The manufacture of CNC machine tools is more dependent on the assembly of 
multidisciplinary ccmpo~ents and systems, such as computer control and axis 
drives, than traditional machine too; manufacture which was oriented around 
mechanical manufacture. The manufacture of CNC machine tools should only be 
contemplated following a successful introduction and use of C~C in engineering 
or other industrial sectors. The examples of countries such as the People's 
Republic of China, India and the Republic of Korea show successful experiences 
in this direction. While the use c,f CNC represents an ideal objective, it is 
recognized that financial and organizational constraints may preclude their 
inunediate introduction. wnen introducing CNC machine tools, care should also 
be taken to make ef~ective use also of the existing f'llachines base. 

Progression from manual machine tools to c~rc is illustrated in chart 1. 
A first possible step is the addition of a digital rea~-out system to a 
machine. This alone might allow for substantial increases £n accuracy and 
productivity. Later enhancements would involve the retrofitting. of CNC 
systems to earlier NC machinP. tools. It would be impractical to conv~rt 
existing manual machines to CNC without major re-engineering of the machine 
tool structure. 

4.1.2 CAD and CAM 

A timely introduction of comp:iter-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) methods can play a crucial role for developing countries 
by enabling them to cope with continually rising stanfards of quality, 
diversity, flexibility and service. 

CAD/CAM syste1ns can reduce the overall time of the production cycle (from 
design to manufacture) by 2/3. Manual programming of a CNC machine can be 
very difficult and even impossible without computer tools, such as high-level 
languages and CAD systems, and the advanced use of CNC machines and cells also 
needs CAD/CAM. 

A wide range of CAD and CAM systems is available, using mainframes, 
minicomputers, and microcomputers. Developing countries need advice and 
guidance to evaluate, select and install these CAD/CAM systems. Regional and 
national centres could provide such guidance, and eventually play a more 
advanced role which included software development and enginee~ing. 

4.1.3 Industrial robots -------------

Several tasks have been i<lentif ied ~n manufacturing processes which 
require the use of robots irrespective of whether a count:ry is develop€d or in 
a transiti0nal stage. These are: 

Hazardous operations such as ~aint spraying; 
Repetitive precision work su~h as welding assemblies, including spot 
welding of fabrications; 
Assembly of precision parts such as microchips. 
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Within the family of machines comprising industrial robots twc m.ijor 
categories have been identified: 

Progranmable robots requiring computer control; 
Automated handling devices for repet1t1ve mechanical functio1u1, e.g. 
loading and unloading of heavy components into and out of machines. 

Whereas the use of simple automated handling devices would be beneficial 
for certain applicati0ns in developing countries. the most advanced computer 
controlled robots should not be contemplated without first developing the 
basic infrastructure of CNC machine tools. 

4.1.4 fl'tS 

The application of FMS for manufacture must be discusse~ in the context 
of both flexible machining cells and machining systems. The former have stand 
alone general purpose machines which can make a variety of parts, while 
flexible manufacturing systems tend to be developed for making families of 
related parts and involve several machines linked together by robot loading, 
automatic tool changing anQ computer control. So far, these systems have not 
been widely diffused in industrialized countries, but they are recognized as a 
trend to be noted for future educational progranmes for the application of 
computers in automated manufacturing systems. 

The process of automation in the production of capital goods has reduc~d 
the input of labour per unit and therefore the total cost of production. This 
fact will have a substantial impact on the competitive advantages of 
developing countries, since industrial output will be more knowledge-intensive 
than labour-intensive. In the international context, this will lead to a new 
international division of labour. Developing countries with no clear response 
to the changes in the environment will be the losers in this radical 
structural change which will be specially important in the production of 
capital goods. This requires, on one hand, that information be readily 
available for private entrepreneurs as we~l as for government officials and, 
on the other, that research on the future impact of new technologies in the 
capital goods industries be undertaken. 

The production of capital goods should therefore be undertaken in the 
framework of a clear strategy for the production and diffusion of industrial 
automation technologies. The strategy formulation should examine the impact 
at specific branch levels and should include cost/benefit analysis. The 
strategy should stimulate specialization in those sectors where developing 
countries would have new opportunities, as for example software production for 
the industrial automation sector of the country. 

Against this background, it can be concluded that an awareness programme, 
covering the different stages of industrial automation is a prerequisite 
before developing countries adopt modern production automation techniques. An 
important part of this awareness progra11111e should be the development of human 
resources, especially managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities. The 
programme must address different levels: 

National policy makers and planners; 
Enterprise directors and entrepreneurs; 
Factory level management; 
Shop floor personnel at the op~rator level . 

...____ ______________________________ --~ --
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One central part of the progranne would include demonstr~tion centres 
comprising a cell with one or two CNC machines and an inspection station 
linked by automatic handling equipment (such as a robot). The eel l could be 
surrounded by suitable off ices containine office based computing systems for 
functions such as: 

Production control; 
Process planning; 
CAD!CAM; 
Purchasing; 
Inspection; 
Accounts. 

Discussions and later visits to the Fair confirm that suitable eq~ipment 
is now available to set up such facilities. 

In some cases regional and subregional centres may be contemplated. They 
should build on already existing faciliti~s. and they could undertake training 
of new managerial/shop floor personnel in operation, maintenance, progranming 
and application engineering. 

4.2 Reconmendaticns and continued work 

Based on the presentation of issues, the discussions with the 
international experts and the above conclusions, the participants at the 
Seminar reconmnended to USIDO: 

(1) To continue the systematic analysis of the impact of the indust:.dal 
automation in the capital goods industry ir. developing countries, in line with 
the approa~h emerging at the Seminar and as presented in different documents 
elaborated by UNIDO on this topic. 

(2) The systematic analysis should be reflected in the formulation of 
the UNIDO progranne on industrial automation in the capital g,Jods industry of 
developing countries. The programne should have the followi:i~ elements: 

(a) Development objectives 

To foster development of the capi~al goods industry in developing 
countries through an adequate and progranwned introduction of industrial 
automation technologies. This requires the formulation of a te::hnology policy 
to create the necessary domestic capacities in the form of human resources and 
managerial capabilities through e.g. training and demonstration and other high 
technology cer.tres as vantage points for an industrial automation policy in 
the capital goods industry. 

(b) Inmediate objective~ 

To guarantee the achievemen': of the development objectives the fol lowing 
ill'lllediate object hes should be also reached: 

(i) To set up a capacity in UNIDO to give direct technical 
assistance and specialized professional services tc enterprises 
in developing coun~ries, which decide to introduce automation 
technologies, particularly the CNC machine tools, CAD and CAM 
systems. 
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(ii) To provide decision-makers in enterprises at different levels 
of the public and private sector with the necessary information 
for a rational automation policy through: 

Knowledge of the technological requirements for upgrading 
the capital goods industry to improve the use of installed 
capacity and increase productivity; 
Kno11tlerlge of the impact of industrial automation on spec if ic 
branches of the capital goods industries with particular 
emphasis on the implications for training of human 
resources, management skills and know-how requirements. 

(c) Implementation of the progranme 

The progranme should be implemented in the follo11ting steps: 

Step 1: 

An inmediate measure to be taken would be to select priority areas. 
Tentatively, such priority areas could be: 

(i) Market studies to define the sectors most likely to benefit 
from automation progranunes as well as studies of the impact of 
such progranunes on the national economy and on the traditional 
financial, educational and social structure; 

(ii) Explore the possibilities to set up and finance awareness 
centres along the lines, described above, for training. 
p1omotion and consulting; 

(iii) Specific projects arising from the awareness progranunes to 
develop human resources, notably managerial capacities, but 
also measures to sensitize policy-makers, users and service 
industries; 

(iv) Re-orient national capital goods projects to benefit fully from 
industrial automation technologies. 

Step_-2: 

The priority activities should be undertaken according to national 
capacities and facilities that are already available in developing countries. 
It is therefore necessary to identify those areas which can be extended and 
expanded into fully fledged regional or subregional projects by means of 
p0oling of country resources as well as through outside technical assistance. 

The participants undertook to bring the outcome of the present Seminar to 
the attention of the competent authorities in their countries and to promote 
as wide a dissemination of the results as possible. They also recommended a 
determined implementation of the reconunendat ions drawn up in the UNIDO/ESCAP 
Technical Working Group held in Singapore in 1986 and of the meeting in 
Bogota, Colombia, in l9S7 as well as of the present Seminar. For possible 
further activities it was recommended to arrnnge workshops and seminars to 
coincide with engineering/capital goods/machine tool exhibitions, when 
possible. 
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In the course of the Seminar a large number of contacts between various 
participants and enterprises participating in the EMO were tak~n, some leading 
to the initiation of negotiations for co-operation agreements. Te=hnical 
assistance requirements and investment possibilities in line with :he main 
results of the Seminar were elaborated in detail~' and submitted to the 
UNIDO secretariat for appropriate action. In particular, the participants 
expressed their interest in a possible joint UNIDO/UCIMU progranme in the 
machine tools area and asked the two organizations to explore the 
possibilities to extend the Italian M3T progra11111e of UCIMU to ocher developing 
countries where UNIDO is providing technical assistance to the machine tools, 
metal working or capital goods industry. 

6/ Lists of project Loncepts and investments pro(iles ar~ attached to 
this report as annexes 4 and 5, resper.tively. 
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ANNEX 2 

Programne 

BLOCK A: Technological aspects 

Thursday, 15 October 1987 

8.30 - 10.00 

10.00 

10. 30 

10.45 

1~.00 

12.30 

14.00 

15.00 

15.45 

16.00 

16.45 

17.30 

Registration of participants 

Opening ceremony 

Coffee break 

Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur 

Present situation of the machine tools industry in Italy 
from the perspective of ne\I.' technological developments. 

Prof. G.M. Gros Pietro, University cf Turin, ;taly 

Lunch 

Technological developments in the machine tools industry 
in OECD countries 

Prof. C. Edquist, University of Linkoping, Sweden 

Discussions 

Coffee break 

Present situation of the machine tools industry in 
developing countries. Results of UNIDO studies 

Mr. L. Pineda-Serna UNIDO, Industrial Planning Branch 

Discussions 

Closing of session 

Fridav, 16 October 1987 

9.00 

10.00 

10.45 

11.00 

Possibilities for technological upgrading of machine tools 
industry i~ developing countries 

Mr. E. Wightman, international consultant to UNIDO, 
United Kingdom 

Discussions 

Coffee break 

State-of-the-art of CAD/CAM systems and perspectives for 
developing countries 

Mr. E. Bohez, Asian Institute of Technology, 
Bangkok 



12.00 

12.45 

14 .15 

15.00 

15.30 

15.45 

17.30 
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Discussions 

Lunch 

State-of-the-art of robotics and flexible manufacturing 
systems (FMS) and perspectives for developing countries 

Mr. A. Laffaille, Association Fran~aise de 
Robitique Industrielle France 

Dicussions 

Coffee break 

ROUND TABLE: Impact of industrial automation in the 
production of capital goods in developing countries 

Closing session 

Saturday, 17 October 1987 

Guided visit to the 7th EMO Milan Fairground 

Sunday,_1..§_ October 1187 

9.00 

10.00 

10.15 

No official progranune 

UNT~O activities in the machine tools industry 
Technical Assistance Progranune, 
Mr. Swamy-Rao, UNIDO, Engineering Branch 
System of Consultations Division, 
Mr. C. Mariki 
Sectoral Studies in the capital goods industry, 
~r. B.O. Karlsson, Head, UNIDO, Sectoral Studies Branch 

Coffee break 

Closing session Block A 
Mr. D.L. Siazon, Jr., Director-General of UNTDO 
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BLOCK B: Investment promotion 

Monday, 19 October 1987 

10.45 

11.30 

17.00 

Opening of Block B 
Mr. S. Zampetti, Investment Promotion Office in Milan 

Progranme for Block B will be made available to 
participants. Start of discussions 

Official opening of the Investment Promotion Office in 
Milan 

Mr. D.L. Siazon, Jr., Director-General of UNIDO 

Tuesday, 20 Octobe£ 1987 

Continuation of discussions on investment promotion 

Wednesday, 21 October 1987 

Visit to factories near Milan 

Thursday, 22 October 1987 

9.00 

10. 30 

10.45 

11.30 

Submission of draft final report of the Seminar 

Coffee break 

General evaluation of the Seminar, suggested follow-up 
actions 

Closing session of the Seminar 



UNIDO/UCIMU Visit progra11111e 

Monday, 19 

Firm 

BAKVER 

OMAG 

ROSA 

FICEP 

VI GEL 

COLGAR 

Tuesday, 20 

Firm 

GERNETTI 

S.A.F.O.P. 

VARI NELLI 

INNSE 

BLN 

DUPLOMATIC 

TACCHELLA 

Wednesday, 

9.30 a.m. 

2.30 p.m. 

October 1987 

Stand 

6A - 801 

4 - A24 

12 - 805 

4 - 012 

7 - 801 

4 - El2 

Interested countries 

Brazil, Venezuela, P.R. of 
China, Rep. of Korea, Malaysia 

All 

All 

P.R. of China, Rep. of Korea, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Philippiues 

All 

All 

Hour 

11.00 a.m. 

11.45 a.m. 

12.30 a.m. 

2.30 p.m. 

3.30 p.m. 

4.30 p.m. 

October 1987 

21 

Stand ----

20 - 816 

5 - A02 

5 - C03 

4 - 002 

20 - AOl 

15 - G06 

12 - Bvl 

October 1987 

Interested countries 

Rep. of Korea, P.R. of China 

P.R. of China, Rep. of Korea, 
Thailand 

Argentina, Rep. of Korea 

Argentina, Brazil,\P.R. of 
China, Rep. of Korea, India 

All 

All 

Asia 

Visit to RIVA CALZONI Factory - Via Stendhal - Milan 
Contact: Mr. Comi 

Dinner in the Sala Cavalieri inside the Fairgrounds 

Hour 

9.30 a.m. 

10.30 a.m. 

11. 30 a .m. 

2.00 p.m. 

3.00 p.m. 

4.00 p.m. 

5.00 p.m. 

Visit to DUPLOMATIC Faactory - Via Alba 18 - Busto Arsizio (VA) 
Contact: Mr. Rossignoli 

The participants will be collected at Hotel COLLEONI (Agrate Brianza) at 
8.15 a.m. and then taken back in the evening. 

UCIMU'S representative: Ing. P.L. Zenevre 
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ANNEX 3 
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and Use of Machine Tools in the Engineering Industry of ESCAP 
Developing Countries, Singapore, 17-21 Novemner 1986, Ser.toral Working 
Paper Series No. 55, PPD.17, 1986 

UNIDO, Implicaciones de la nueva revoluci6n industrial.: nuevas tecnologias de 
informaci6n y su impacto sobre las estrategias de industrializacion, 
Serie de Documentos <le Trabajo Sectorial~s Ntim. 53, PPD.4, 1986 

UNIDO, Informe final de la ReunioP del Grupo Tecnicc ONUDI/JUNAC para la 
formulacion de un programa de trabajo en microclectronica en las 
industrias de bienes de capital de los paises del grupo Andino, Paipa, 
Colombia 8-12 Marzo 1987, PPD.36, 1987 

UNIDO, Industrial Automation in the Production of Capital Goods. Issues for 
Developing Countries, Sectoral Working Paper Series No. 61, PPD.44, 1987 

UNIDO, Technological Requirements for the Machine Tool Industry in 
Developing Countries, Sectoral Working Paper Series No. 51, 
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UNIDO, Technological Perspectives in the Machine Tool Industry and their 
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ANNEX 4 

Project proposals for techni~al assistance to developing countries 
emanating from the discussions in the Seminar 

Argentina 

Upgrading the capabilities of an existing research centre in: CAD/CAM, design 
& operation of CNC machine tools, industrial robots & flexible manufacturing 
systems 

People's Republic of China 

Malaysia 

Assistance in upgrading country industry by the development of comnon 
;nrlustrial engineering i"nti S•!!?porting services, in~lu<!ing training 

Promotion of CNC machine tools utilization within the machine too~ sector 

Workshop on NC, CNC application in metalworking industries in Asia 

Prototype development and machine tool design training centre -
1st phase: Pre-feasibility study or feasibility study 
2nd phase: if funds feasible, then assistance in establishing the centre 

Philippines 

Coll'lllOn facilities for metal working in selected regional centres 

Coll'lllOn facilities for metal working co-operatives in selected regional centres 

Sri Lanka ------

Development of numerical controlled machine tool utilization 

Tanzania 

Expansion and modernizing the existing tool room of Cotex metals and machinery 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Computer-aided design and CNCMT manufacture of spares for plants & equipments 

Turkey 

Development of low cost CNC systems for Turkey 

India 

Establishment ot an international CNC technologu training facility to meet the 
input requirements of all developing countries 
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People'~ Republic of China 

CPR/827 
CPR/828 
CPR/829 
CPR/830 
CPR/831 
CPR/833 
CPR/835 
CPR/836 
CPR/839 
CPR/853 

Tanzania 

TAN/001/MI 
TAN/002/MI 

Tunisia 

TUN/001/MI 
TUN/002/MI 

Indonesia 

IND/ 241/V /87-6 

Argentina 

ARG/001/MI 

Trinidad and Tobago 

US/INT/87-061 

CSC horizontal boring and milling machines 
High precision hard alloy dies and tool machining 
CNC gear hobbing machin~s 
Mould and <lies 
CNC lathe ar.d milt tur centre 
CNC control system -f machine tools 
Injection moulding and extruding machines 
Milling machines tool/machining centre 
Rubber recycling machines 
r-tould copper pipes for billt and round continous casting 
machines 

Modernizing the existing tool room 
Two wheelers and mopeds manufacturing plants 

Printed circuits and electronics devices 
Moulds and sheat tools 

Manufacture of precision jigs and fixtures 

Turri new machine tool factories in Argentina for 
manufacturing CNC lathe and machine centres 

Manufacture of spares and replacement parts for machinery 




